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Trustee alleged
to have covered
up sexual abuse

Students get
memberships
to Aquarium

Schaeffer under
public criticism

VPSA arranges for
discounted tickets

BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

BY ANDREW SKARAS

Rev. BradleyM. Schaeffer, S.J., a member
of the Boston College Board of Trustees,
has come under fire for allegedlycovering
up sexual abuse as the leader of the Jesuits
in Chicago more than 10 years ago.
In an article published in The Boston
Globe this past Sunday,Schaeffer is alleged
to have been aware of sexual abuse committed by one of his most famous priests,
but reportedly did not contact the police
or other authorities.
The article claimed that Donald J.
McGuire, an associate of Mother Teresa
of Calcutta and a world-traveling retreat
leader, sexually assaulted multiple young
boys over the course of more than a decade.
McGuire, who was expelledfrom the Jesuit
order in 2007 and is now serving 25 years
in a federal prison for child sex abuse,
supposedly traveledthe world with young
boys, who were frequently victims of inappropriate massages and sexual contact.
McGuire?s superiors were made aware

For many years, the Provost?s office has
collaboratedwith the Museum of Fine Arts
and the Museum of Science to offer free
admission to Boston College students. Next
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year, for the first time, the Office of theVice

MARATHONERS RUN FOR CHARITY

a

students the $2l that a discounted student
ticket costs at the museum.

At the aquarium, students will have the
opportunity to see many different ecosystems that their exhibits replicate. From
nearby environments like the Atlantic
Ocean and the Gulf of Maine to faraway
locations like the Amazon rainforest and
the Pacific Reef, the aquarium?s exhibits
host sea creatures from all over the world.
These creatures range from relativelylocal
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NumerousBoston College students ran the Boston Marathon on Monday to raise moneyfor the Campus School, which works with
handicappedchildren. The rest of the student body helped cheer them on along Mile 21. For more on the marathon, see page 810.

North Atlantic whales and Atlantic harbor
seals to more distantAfrican penguins and
giant Pacific octopi. At the aquarium, students willhave the opportunity to purchase

See Tickets, A4

BSF hosts Black Family Weekend

Maji wins BC
SEED prize
for startups

BY DEVON SANFORD
Heights Editor
From Thursday, April 12 to Sunday, April
15, the Black Student Forum celebratedthe

40th annual Black Family Weekend. The
forum honored theweekend?s legacy under
the theme Black Excellence: Reclaiming,
Redefining, Renewing.
This year?s Black Family Weekend
featured nine events that highlighted the
political, educational, and social aspects of
the Black community.
Black Family Weekend is celebrated
yearly on the Boston College campus to
?promote cultural growthand unity, encourage high scholastic standards, provide service and advocacyfor theBlack community,

BY BRIGID WRIGHT

Staff

On April 18, Boston

College SEED
(Social EntrepreneursEnvisioning Development) hosted theirfinal event in their
first annual business competition series,
called Social Impact Venture Competition. BC SEED is a subdivisionof BCVC
(Boston College Venture Competition),
which promotes entrepreneurshipacross
the BC community. The competition

responsibility. After attending a conference in 2011 at New York University,
these students felt a disconnectbetween
the Jesuit ideals and the strength of BC?s
prestigious management program.
?Schools with similar missions to

the school?s member-

will beable to obtain up to two tickets per
from Robsham Box Office before
they go to the museum. This will save

forward to law-enforcementofficials.?

students who decided to commit to not
just entrepreneurship, but also social
awareness in business and corporate

to

BC ID

United States attorney who led McGuire?s
federal prosecution, toldThe Boston Globe.
?It wasn?t until the veryend, when McGuire
was almost 80 years old, that a victim came

featured a numberof teams who pitched
theirbusiness plans, allof which involved
solving a social issue. The winner was
Maji Bottles, who won third place in the
BCVC pitch competition last week. The
company received $l,OOO dollars to put
toward theirbusiness.
BC SEED is a student-run organization founded by a group of CSOM

similarfashion

ship to the Museum of Science. Students

the rule was weakly enforced. The article
claims thatMcGuire continuedto sexually
abuse boys until as late as 2003.
?McGuire molested dozens of boys
over decades,? Julie B. Porter, the assistant
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President for Student Affairs (VPSA) will
be offering similar free admission to the
New England Aquarium and the Institute
of Contemporary Art (ICA).
AdrienneDumpe, graduate assistant for
the Office of VPSA, spoke of the program
in terms of giving students greateraccess to
cultural events in Boston. ?Dr. Rombalski,
[Vice President for Student Affairs], wanted
to give students the opportunity to take
advantageof art opportunities in Boston,?
Dumpe said.
The Aquariummembership will work in

of his transgressions, and he was sent to
rehabilitation for treatment of a sexual
disorder, but dropped out quickly. Jesuit
superiors also orderedthat McGuire not
travel with boys under the age of 18, but

See Schaeffer, A4
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Rev. JamesWoods, S.J., dean of WCAS, was honoredfor his long service at a celebration Tuesday.

Woods honored for 44 years
Namesake of WCAS
celebrates deanship
BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

at Harvard Business

School.

Matelski opened the evening by welcoming the numerous attendees to Conte
Forum for the ceremony. Farrell followed
with an invocation of the night?s events.
Devlin, whosegenerous gift of five million
dollarsgave the evening college its current
name in 2002, spokeabout Woods? dedication and many great accomplishments.

On Tuesday night, just a few of the
thousandsof people affected by the deanAfter all of the addresses, Woods gave
ship of Rev. James A. Woods, S.J., dean of remarks of gratitude, thanking all those
BC?s of ?men and women for others,? and
the Woods College of Advancing Studies in attendance and all those with whom
a strong management school were doing (WCAS), gathered in Conte Forum for a
he has worked in his 44 years as dean of
things like social entrepreneurship and celebration of Woods? career. Woods has the WCAS.
A pamphlet provided to those who
social innovation, corporate responsibil- served as dean of WCAS for 44 years,
ity, business ethics, the whole gambit,? beginning his tenure in 1968.
attendedsummarizedmany of Woods? acsaid Vivian Diep, co-founder of BC
The ceremony, which lasted for more complishments and characteristics.
SEED and CSOM ?l2. ?We thought ?we
than four hours, featured addresses by
?Those who call on Fr. Woods see the
need to get this started at BC?.? Diep also Marilyn J. Matelski, a professor in the rarest kind of leadership in action?a
mentioned the organization?s commitcommunication department; Rev. Robert leadershipthat so believesin the potential
ment to expanding the entrepreneurship D. Farrell, S.J., a professor in the WCAS;
of each individual that success becomes
opportunities BC already has in place, Robert M. Devlin, a trustee associate; and inevitable,? the pamphlet read. ?With
Clayton Christensen, the Robert and Jane
SEED,
See BC
A4
Cizikprofessor ofbusiness administration
See Woods, A4

Black Diaspora at Boston College,? according to the Black Student Forum website.
On Thursday, thecelebration was kicked
off with an AHANA Showcase. The event
featured Def Jam Poet, Shihan, a dynamic
spoken word artist and the winner of the
National Poetry Slam Competition in 2004
and a National Poetry finalist in 2001,2003
and 2005.
On Friday afternoon, the Black Student Forum held an opening celebration

in Corcoran Commons Plaza. Later that
night, the ?Reclaiming the Black Community through Blogging? panel discussion
was presented, featuring Marc Lamont

Hill, author andhost of the televisionshow
Our World with Black Enterprise. A Black
Student Forum Alumni Mixer was heldlater
that evening in the Higgins Atrium.
On Saturday, the Black Student Forum

held a students versus alumni basketball
game in the Plex and later presented ?Celebrationof Song: a Voices of Imani Concert?
in the Trinity Chapel.
On Saturday evening, Susan Taylor,current editor-in-chief of Essence Magazine,
spoke at the Black Excellence Gala in the
Murray Function Room.
To conclude the weekend, theDr. Donald Brown Luncheon was then held in the
Faculty Dining Room at 2 p.m.
Brown, former directorof the Office of
AHANA Student Programs (OASP) from
1979to 2005, establishedtheTheaBowman
Scholars Program and the Benjamin Elijah
Mays Mentoring Program.
In tribute to his achievements, the Dr.
Donald Brown Awardis awardedto a senior
that has made contributions to theAHANA
community through leadership,service, and
academic development. n
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Voices of Imani performed a concert for Black Family Weekend on Saturday in Trinity Chapel.
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to do on campus thisweek

IN THE NEWS

Collegiate Poetry Festival
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Today
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Murray
Function Room

UNIVERSITY
Supreme Court to determine legality of reselling imported textbooks

ON CAMPUS
Victoria Kennedy is named as Law
School commencement speaker
Victoria Kennedy, the widow of former Massachusetts senator Edward Kennedy and the cofounder

?Gun hill road? Screening

and president of the board of trustees of theEdward
M. Kennedy Institute for the United States Senate, has been announced as the commencement
speakerfor the Law School Commencement on May
25. Kennedy practiced law for over two decades,
specializing in savings and loan law. She has been
recognized for her innovative representation of
financial institutions in matters of compliancewith
state and federal regulatory agencies. Kennedy is
also an active figure in national politics. A longtime champion of healthcare reform, Kennedy was
heavily involved in the passage of the Affordable
Care Act of 2010, standing by President Obama?s
side when he signed the bill into law. In her role as
president of the board of trustees of the Edward
M. Kennedy Institute for the United States Senate,
Kennedy guides the organization towardits goals of
encouraging participatory democracy and inspiring

Today

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Cushing 001
The GLC will present a screening of
Gun Hill Road and host a question and
answer session with the film?s director,
Rashaad Ernesto Green.

university Chorale Concert
Saturday
Time: 8 p.m.
Location: Trinity Chapel
Come see the University Chorale of

3

the next generation of citizens and leaders.

Boston College perform Mozart?s
?Coronation Mass? at Trinity Chapel
on Newton Campus.

legality of buying copyrighted textbooks overseas and
reselling them in the U.S. This case, SupapKirtsaeng v.
John Wiley & Sons, was brought about by a textbook
manufacturer?s lawsuit against a Cornellundergraduate
who made over $900,000 reselling textbooksthat were
purchased overseas. The plantiff?s legaldefenserested
on the first saledoctrine.This doctrineallowsthe owner
of a copyrighted workto lend or sell the work without
the permission of the company thatcreated it. The dismissal of thisdoctrine would prevent university libraries
from lending the foreign texts that they possess.

LOCAL NEWS
MBTA cracks down on T riders
trying to steal free rides
Starting this week, the Green Line D trains that run
through Newton will be operating under ?front door
policy.? T drivers will only be allowed to open the front
set of doors on these trains, in an effort to prevent riders
from stealing free rides by entering the train through the
back door.T driverswill only allow customers whohave
a Charlie Card, Charlie Ticket, or pass to enter through
the side and rear doors of the train from 6:30 a.m. to
9:30 a.m., andfrom 3:30 p.m. to 7 p.m., times when the
T experiencesfrequent rush hour backups.

FEATURED STORY

Panel explores state of religious liberty in America
BY SARA DOYLE
For The Heights
On Wednesday, April 18 at
7:00 p.m., The Church in the
21st Century Centerheld a panel
discussiontitled?Is Religious Liberty Under Threat In America??
focusing on religious charities
and educational,health,andsocial
service ministries. The discussion
paneltookplace in Robsham Theater, and was moderatedby John
L. Allen, Jr., an NCR Senior Correspondentwhohas written seven
books on theCatholic Church.
The featured panelists included M. Cathleen Kaveny, Vincent
D. Rougeau, and Rev. J. Bryan
Hehir. Kaveny is the John P. Murphy FoundationProfessor of Law
and Professor of Theologyat the
University of Notre Dame and
the author of over80 articles and
essays. Rougeau is the Dean of
BostonCollegeLaw School, andis
currentlyresearching therelationship between religious identity
anddemocraticcitizenshipin the
global world.Hehir is the Parker
Gilbert MontgomeryProfessor of
thePracticeof ReligionandPublic
Life, as well as the Secretary for
Health Care andSocialServices in
the Archdioceseof Boston.
Topics discussed at the panel
included the proposed health
care reforms that would require

Natalie BlardoNy /

violence and war,? Rougeau said. ?I
organizations to provide insurance for contraceptives, the idea
don?t think that this conversation
of individualreligious freedom as willproceedin a positive way if we
compared to religious freedom of use thoseterms.?
institutions, and the methods that
Kaveny expressedhopefulness
maybe taken toreach a consensus for a mutual solution in the topic
in Americansociety.
of health care reform. ?I have a
One of the questions involved littlebit of hope,? she said, ?that we
the use of the term ?religious war? may be going towards a workable
in the context of debate.?I despair, compromise.? Kaveny focused on
and I find it very disturbing, the the issues of personalrights versus
degreeto which we use the words therights ofreligious institutionsas

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

4/13/12-4/16/12

?If you could get tickets to any event in the
world, what would it be??

-

-

well.?We?ve got to protectreligious
institutions, but I keep thinking of
thepeople who maybeaffected by
them, anddo not agree.?
Hehir argued for an exemption
for religious organizations as the
best way to approach health care.
?Allow the law to remain in place
and provide an exemption for
religious institutions,? he said. ?To
my mind, it?s bad policy that tries
to exclude an exemption.?

Other topics exploredtherights
ofreligious institutionsin America
from a historical perspective and
the different methods in which
other countries handle the issue
of religion and politics. Members
of the public, for whom the panel
was free for viewing, wereable to
write downquestionsprior to the
start of thepanelandsubmitthem
as topics for conversation.
The Church in the 21st Century Center began in 2002 as
a response to the sexual abuse
scandals among membersof the
Catholic Church. The goal of the
programis to be aresource for the
renewal of the Catholic Church
in the United States by drawing
on the community at BC, as well
as other Catholic communities.
It currently focuses its activities,
which include conferences, public
lectures, publications, and other
informational resources, on four
main goals. These goals include
sharing the Catholic faith with
younger Catholics, fostering relationships based on a mutual
trust between men and women
in the Catholic community and
members of the Catholic Order,
developingan approachto sexuality mindful of human experience
and reflective of Catholic tradition, and promoting contemporary reflection on the intellectual
Catholic tradition.n

POLICE BLOTTER

1:33p.m. An officerfiled areport regarding an underage Bc student who was in
possession of alcohol at Walsh Hall. the
matter will be referred to oDSD.
11:29 p.m.

For the heightS

Panelists discussed perceived threats to religious liberty and offered solutions to these threats on Wednesday.

Friday, april 13

An officer filed a report re-

garding the arrest of a non-Bc affiliate
from roxbury, Mass. at More Hall. He
was transported to BcPD headquarters
where he was booked and later released
on bail.

11:32 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding the arrest of a second non-Bc
affiliate from roxbury, Mass. at More
Hall. He was transported to BcPD head-

quarters where he was booked and later
released on bail.

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

The Supreme Court will hear a case that questions the

Students from over 20 colleges anduniversities in the
Boston area will present
their poetry at the annual
GreaterBoston IntercollegiateUndergradutePoetry
Festival.Fred Marchant,directorofThe Poetry Centerat Suffolk University, willalso speak.A reception
will follow the readings.
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garding the discovery of fecal matter on
the lobby floor of 90 St. Thomas More
rd. Housekeeping was contacted to

clean the area.

?Bruins playoff game.?
?Gillian Walsh,
A&S ?l5

8:19 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding a fraudulent form of identification confiscated from a found wallet at
campanella way.
-

Monday, april 16
10:08 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding several underage intoxicated
subjects in Hardey Hall.
-

10:46 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding items being thrown from the
top floor of Walsh Hall.
-

12:43 p.m.

Saturday, april 14

An officer filed a report
regarding an underage Bc student who
was consuming alcohol in the Mods.

12:54 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding vandalism observed at Walsh

1:31 p.m.

?Red Hot Chili Peppers
concert.?
?Courtney Duff,
A&S ?l5

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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-

-

Hall.
1:43 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to
an intoxicatedBc student at Voute Hall
who was transported to a medical facility
by Armstrong Ambulance.
-

1:50 a.m. An officerfiled areport regarding vandalism to a glass pane at a bus stop
on campanella Way. No suspects were
observed in the area.
-

6:43 p.m.

-

An officer filed a report re-

An officer filed a report
regarding unwanted contact between a
-

?Ron Paul rally?
Steven Wagner,

Bc student and a non-Bc affiliate at
robsham theater.

A&S ?l5

1:33 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding an altercation between Bc
students in the Mods.

CORRECTIONS

-

1:42 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding unauthorized entry into the
-

Mods.
?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?Inauguration dinner of the
president.?
Mohamed Diop,
A&S ?l5

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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Addicted Sex trafficking still an issue today
to the
wrong plan
BY ANDREW SKARAS
Heights Staff

?Back in 2004, I ended up buying two girls,? Nicholas Kristof
said. ?One was Sre Net, who I
paid $l5O for. And Sre Mum, I
paid just over $2OO for her. The
thing that shook me the most
was that I got receipts in writing

SEAN TALIA
Last week, President Obama

with the presidents of
various Latin American and
Caribbean countries at the
Sixth Summit of the Americas in Cartagena, Colombia.
The dialogue at the summit
centered on the war on drugs
and, in particular, what a failure
it?s been.
met

President Otto Perez Molina

of Guatemala said that the war
could not be won using current strategies and calledfor a
scientific analysis of the ?war?
to be undertaken. Colombia?s
president, Juan Manuel Santos,
suggested that he wouldn?t be
opposed to decriminalization.
A few weeks ago, President
Felipe Calderon of Mexico said

for buying the two girls from the
brothels. When you get a receipt
for buying a human being in the
21st century, it is really a disgrace
on the time.?
A New York Times Op-Ed writer and two-time Pulitzer Prize
winner, Nicholas Kristof came to
Boston College last Thursday to
talk about his recent book, Half

the Sky, which discusses human
trafficking. Kristof, speaking to
an overflowing lecture hall in
McGuinn, was brought to BC by
the Winston Center for Leadership and Ethics and the group
Rallying Efforts Against Human Trafficking (R.E.A.C.T.), in
part because of the University?s
emphasis on social justice and
activism.

Kristof discussed his motivation for writing Half the Sky,
which covers topics such as sex
trafficking and forced prostitution, contemporary slavery,
gender-based violence, and rape
as a weapon of war and method

that he wanted a national debate on the issue. It seemed like
everyone in the room agreed
that dramaticallyliberalizing
drug-enforcementpolicies in
the very near future might be a
good idea.
Until Obama spoke, that
is. No, he said, that actually

of justice. The book also details
the multitude of ways in which
women are oppressed and violated in the world.
He explained that he first
sought out interviews with girls
in brothels simply as a means

sounds like a pretty terrible
idea, as he reiterated his ?per-

stay imbedded in his mind and,
to a degree, haunt him. ?I was

sonal belief and his administration?s policy? that decriminalization is not the answer.
As consolation, however, he
promised instead that the U.S.
would continue its efforts to
slow the southbound flow of
guns and money as well as the

of assuring himself a front-page
story. But, he said, the girls would

exploitingthem and moving on,?
Kristof said.

??Half the Sky? comes from a
Chinese expressionthat women
hold up half the sky,? Kristof said.
?Just as in the 19th century the
central moral challenge for the
world was slavery, and in the
20th century the central moral
challenge was totalitarianism,
in this century the paramount
moral challenge is the inequity
that is the lot of so many women

through Cambodian society.
Here we have the Secretary of
State of the United States meeting with this girl who, in Cam-

bodian terms, was absolutely
nothing. If she had gone to the
police station, the police would
have raped her. It sent this message rippling through the Cambodian elites that maybe these
girls do count.?
He also stressed the imporof America cleaning up
domestic prostitution. He said

tance

and girls around the world.?
Kristof?s focus on human
trafficking started on a trip that
he made 15 years ago. Reporting
on prostitution, Kristof traveled all around Asia, and was
stunned by the vast number of
girls imprisoned and forced into

that efforts workbest here when
the police target the pimps and
the johns instead of the girls.
?Going after the pimps is
crucial, and the pimps are essentially business people,? Kristof
said. ?They can make a little

prostitution. He described it as
?slavery?but they were all going

more money, and it is a little
safer to traffic girls than it is to

die of AIDS by the time they

traffic drugs.?
?Another thing is to go after
johns more,? Kristof said. ?Some
cities have johnschools. A lot of
the johns have no notion thatthe
girls are beingcoerced. After the
johns are arrested, the johns are
told [they] can spend 10 days in
a lockup or [they] can attend a
john school, in which girls who
have been trafficked come and
speak to them. It takes all the
luster and exoticism out of what
they?ve done.?
In responding to questions
from the audience, Kristof recognized the close ties between

to

were 20.?

While talking about sex slavKristof described some of the brutalities
committed by the brothel owners. When visiting one brothel,
he encountered a girl whose
eye had been gouged out for
being uncooperative. He also
recounted a story he heard about
a neighboring brothel. He explained that two girls died when
the brothelburnt down, as they
were assessed to be a flight risk
and were thus chained up.
?There is no silver bullet, but
to educate girls and bring them
ery in Cambodia,

into the formal labor force is the

effective [solution],? Kristof
said. ?We have leveragethrough
our values. Hillary Clinton made
a brief trip to Cambodia, during which she found time in her
schedule to meet Lan Cross. That
visit sent a powerful message
most

rap culture and pimping as one
of the negative influences in the
United States. ?Pimps have their
photos taken with rap stars,?

Kristof said. ?Pimps are seen as
heroes in some neighborhoods.
I wish these rap stars would not
lend their legitimacy to those
pimps.? n

drugs has been an utter
failure. We need to rethink and
decriminalizeour marijuana
laws. We need to rethink how
we?re operating the drug war.?
war on

people understand that the

toll of narco-trafficking on the
societies of Central America,
Caribbean, and parts of South
America are brutal.? Sure, but

that doesn?t mean they actually
care, as evidenced by the fact
that they don?t. Drugs users
are like consumers of any other

good?they don?t think about
the societal and environmental costs of their purchases. If
suppliers have a strong enough
demand, they will see to it that
it?s met. That fact alone should
be enough to get anyone, including Obama, to realize the
futility of the war on drugs.

Sean Talia is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes
comments at news@bcheights.
com.

O?Neill Plaza (bring ablanket,
and a friend!).

Welcome to BC?s Green Corner,

a weekly spot dedicated
to providing students with
information, tips, and ideas on
sustainable living.
April 22 is Earth Day. The first
Earth Day took place in 1970,
the same year the Environmental
Protection Agency was created.
Senator Gaylord Nelson of
Wisconsin created Earth Day
in order to get environmental
issues on the national agenda.
On April 22,1970, approximately
20 million Americans held
Earth Day demonstrations in
cities across the nations. These
events led to the passage of
several pieces of environmental
legislation, including the Clean
Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and
the Endangered Species Act.
Since then, environmental issues
continue to be at the forefront of
society.

On Monday April 23, EcoPledge,
the Outdoors Club of Boston
College, andReal Food will
be hosting several events to
celebrate Earth Day.

Bring some old clothes to the
event for some eco-friendly
tie-dye and turn them into
something new!
There will also be a contest
to design a new logo for the
sustainability departmentat BC,
and the winning design will be
printed on a t-shirt, thanks to
Rightside Shirts.
The title of the first episode
is ?To the Ends of theEarth,?
and focuses on the many new
difficulties facing migrating
animals. Frozen Planet is the
latest documentary series by
BBC, The Discovery Channel,
and The Open University. The
series focuses on the polar
regions, their development
through time, and how climate
change is affecting these
regions.
Watch Your Step!
Want to reduce your carbon
footprint this Earth Day? Here
are some quick and easy tips:

Seed Planting

1. Try to reduce meat
consumption in one meal per

Stop by the quad from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. to plant a seedling in
a recycled container. It?s a great
way to ?green? your room! Get
a free t-shirt when you come to
the table.

week.

Outdoor Movie Screening
On Monday, April 23 at 7:30
p.m., the Outdoors Club of
Boston College, with the help of
Ecopledge and the Sustainability
Department at BC, will host an
outdoor screening of the first
episode of Frozen Planet in

2. Take public transit, walk, or
bike instead of driving when you

can.
3. Buy products with limited
packaging and/or packaging
made from recycled, postconsumer materials.
4. Donate old clothing to
charitable organizations.
5. Turn off the lights when you
leave aroom.

BY ANDREW MILLETTE

against a number of other college

Assoc. News Editor

classes across the U.S. that are also
marketing Zaahah. Each class was
given a $3,000 budget to use for
their campaign, and a goalof gaining 75,000 registered users for the
website. The college that attracts
the largest number of users to the
website will receive free iPads for
each class member. Students are
given free reign to come up with
ideasfor theirmarketingcampaign,
subject to the approval of Zaahah.

College students have long
represented a lucrative market
for a variety of companies. There
is much debate, however, about
the most effective way in which
to reach this target group. One
company, edVenture Partners,
was founded on the idea that the
best way to reach college students
is through other college students,
and has spent the last 22 years
matching up businesses looking to
gain exposure among college stu-

Indeed. Obama has appar-

beans.
But, our president reassured everyone, ?the American

Earth Day at BC

Team effort key to Zaaha

northbound flow of narcotics. This is all very curious,
given that it was Obamawho
in 2004 said during a debate at
Northwestern University, ?The

ently found his old views to be
too politically toxic to maintain, however, especially in
light of an impending election.
For the benefit and health of
U.S. citizens, he said, his administration would continue to
fight the war on drugs the way
it always has, i.e., poorly and
inefficiently.
In what seemedlike a perfunctory effort to appease the
other leaders at the summit,
Obamaconceded that the issue
of the Latin American drug
supply couldn?t be discussed
without bringing up the issue
of U.S. demand. But that issue
isn?t being addressed, at least
not in a remotely efficient
way. According to Reuters, the
National Drug Control Budget
for 2013 allocated 40 percent
?for programsaimed at curbing
demand and treating addicts,?
and the other 60 percent ?for
enforcing anti-drug laws, throttling the flow of drugs across
the long border with Mexico
and financing the eradication
of drug crops in Latin America
and Asia.?
So a majority of the budget
is actually aimed at throwing people in prison, which is
incredibly expensive,and at
stamping out supply, which
never actually diminishes. Cool

CORNER
GREEN

dents with college classes looking
to gain marketing experience.This

DAniel lee/HeigHTs eDiTor

Kristof wrote about the sex trafficking industry before realizing that he was merely exploiting the women involved.

Too active to be considered
a student organization and
not competitive enough to be
considered a club sport, Boston

College?s unofficial parkour
team (BCPK) is stuck in what
might be the only place its gravity-defyingmembers cannot get
out of.
The team has been seeking
official recognition since it was
founded by Matt and Greg Milano, both BC ?ll, in 2008. Its
elusion of categorization and
intrinsic riskiness have, so far,
caused BC to hesitate to officially recognize the group.
?It?s not a stunt club,? David
Campo, A&S ?l4, said. ?There
are so many differentdefinitions
of it
you don?t want to just

things we don?t.?
BCPK meets up with other
schools as often as possible and
participated in the Red Bull Parkour Jam this past Sunday. The
jam was an opportunity for college parkour teams to meet and
train together and took place
at various locations in Boston,
including the campuses of MIT

?It?s not a stunt
club. There are
so many different
definitions of it
you don?t want
to just cut and

cut

and paste.? According to his
own definition, parkour is ?the
art of motion and efficiency in

paste.?

moving.?
The team practices outside
Devlin Hall on a regular basis,
taking advantage of the area?s
many architectural elements.
But because parkour is such an
individualized sport, even the
terrain one practices on can affect his or her style.
?We?ve all developed un-

-David Campo,
A&S ?l4 and BCPK member

der Milano leadership,? Grant
Schum, A&S ?l4 said. ?Other
schools have different ways of
training, so they might know

and the Harvard-Kent School
and the Charlestown Shipyard,
where the USS Constitution is
anchored.
Though BCPK is not officiallyrecognized by the University,
it is recognized by the World
Freerun and Parkour Federation
(WFPF) as an affiliate. With

their peers.
?What we?ve tried to do is set
up a brand image for Zaahah,? Larionov said. ?What we have tried to
latch onto with Zaahah is the fun,
friendly, Internet vibe that a company like Google gives off.?

In order to accomplish this
Zaahah.com.
?Zaahah is a collaborativesearch goal, BC students created Zaahah
engine,? said Dmitry Larionov, apparel, including sunglasses and
CSOM ?l4, one of the Principles
ping pong balls, and have been
of Marketingstudents planning the giving it away forfree. Theirbiggest
campaign. ?It allowsyou to connect event took place last week.
with other users who are searching
?We set up a booth in O?Neill
for the same things. For example, Plaza with free food from Boloco
its affiliate status, the team
if you searchedfor sunglasses, you and Dominoes and gave awayfree
cannot fully benefit from the
could find and talk to other users Zaahah merchandise, as well as
WFPF?s many resources. These who had searched for sunglasses held a raffle for those who reginclude insurance forboth team and work together to find the istered as Zaahah users to win
members and more casual parcheapest prices for them.?
an iPad,? Larionov said. ?We got
ticipants, a spot on the list of
Though thecollaborativenature between 700 to 900 people to sign
officially recognized college of the website has the potential up at the event.?
Larionov believes thatthe camparkour groups, allowing them to positively affect many areas of
to connect with teams across the
a user?s Internet experience, one
paign has gone well, especially
of its biggest impacts could be on consideringthe challengeshisclass
country, and access to certification and safety courses.
academics.
has faced.
?The WFPF will train club
?The coolest feature, in my
?This project is challenging beleaders with tests and ask them opinion, is for classprojects,? Laricause we were assigned to market
first aid questions and questions onov said.?You can set up a project an Internet startup that no one
about the progression of the folder with otherZaahah members has heard of,? Larionov said. ?We
sport,? Schum said.
that shows which keywords each not only have to get people to care
While these are important person searched and the results about the campaign, but we also
reasons for BCPK to be officially
that they took informationfrom. have to educate them.?
Larionov andhisclassmates will
recognized by the University, This could be really usefulfor group
the chance to work more closely research.?
give theirfinal campaign presentawith BC would also be benefiedVenture Partners states that tion to Zaahah next Friday. They
cial.
its programs ?blend academic will thenconduct a research survey
?It?s about just being able to theory with practical, hands-on to test whether their campaign insay we?re recognizedby BC,? said application, creating a ?real-world?
creasedZaahah?s exposure at BC.
Ryan Ritell, CSOM ?l3.
marketing and learningexperience
Though Larionov will receive
Upon becoming official, the for students and educators.? BC class credit for his efforts, he
team would also have more
students enrolled in the marketbelieves he has gained valuable
flexibility in terms of when and ing class running the campaign knowledge from his experience?where they could practice and describe the class as a positive knowledge that may contradict
hold demonstrations.The team blend of academics and hands-on current views about marketing to
has been asked to cancel demmarketing experience.
college students.
onstrations and is not allowed to
?The first week of class, my
?Everybody says Facebook, but
advertise at the annual Student professor said, ?Look, you?re going Facebook is almost passive,? he said.
to have coursework, but you?re
Activities Fair.
?If you actuallyget living,breathing
?It?s always been a gradual also going to be doing this project people involved, they can talk to
process,? Campo said.
of marketing for a company for 25 theirfriends who thentalk to more
The team hopes to negotiate percent of your grade,?? Larionov friends, and if you see a presence
for official recognition before said. ?I think it?s a really good way of something on campus that will
of doing hands-on what you would register in your mind. I think this
the end of finals this year in order to work with administration do in the field.?
is the best way to reach college
over the summer. n
BC students are competing
students.? n

BC Parkour team ready to jump in
BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
Asst. News Editor

innovative company gave Boston
College students enrolled in Maria
Sannella?s Principles of Marketing
Classthe power to create a marketing campaign for Internet startup

BC students came up with
a very specific vision that they
believe would have an impact on

A4
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BOT will rule on Schaeffer?s position
Schaeffer, from A1
The Jesuits are currently facing a lawsuit for failing to protect

the young
McGuire.

analyzes the difficulties the church
is facing in the 21st century, and
works to bring back confidence in
the institution.
?The Globearticleon the repre-

boys who traveled with

?Schaeffer, now 62 and planning

from BC later this year,
declined to answer questionsfrom
a Globe reporter outside his office
in February,? the articleread. ?But
to retire

he issued a statement through the
Jesuits? Chicago Province expressing contrition for therole he played
in mismanaging complaints against
McGuire. ?I deeply regret that my
actions were not enough to prevent
him from engaging in these horrific
crimes,? he said.?
As a Jesuit-Catholic University,
BC has attempted to respond to

the Catholic Church sexual abuse
scandal of the last decade, most
prominently with the establishment of theChurch in the 21st Century Program (C2l). The program

?The Globe article
on the reprehensible
conduct offormer
Jesuit Don Maguire is a
painful reminder of the
evil of sexual abuse and
its effect on innocent
victims.?

-Jack Dunn
University
hensible conduct of former Jesuit
Don Maguire is a painful reminder
of the evil of sexual abuse and its
effect on innocent victims,? said

University Spokesman Jack Dunn.

?Clearly, theserevelationsdemthat there was a series
of mistakes made and a failure of
leadershipin the ChicagoProvince
regarding the supervision of Don
Maguire.?
?Fr. Brad Schaeffer, S.J., has
served as a trustee of Boston College since 2004. In accordance
with the Trustee Bylaws, decisions
regarding board membership rest
with the Boardof Trustees and its
individual members.?
?The Board is reviewing these
revelations and is in discussions regarding an appropriateresponse.?
AtBC, Schaeffer serves as rector
of the Blessed Peter Faber Jesuit
onstrate

Community at the School of Theology and Ministry. In August 2012,
he willbe succeeded by Rev. James
Gartland, S.J. In his post, Schaeffer also supervises a study center
for future Jesuit priests. Schaeffer

also serves

as a trustee at

Loyola

University New Orleans. n
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Maji Bottles? Austin Nissly, Alex Trautwig, and Max Ade (L-R), won the BC SEED social entrepreneurshipcompetition.

VPSA will
provide BC

BC SEED awards prize to entrepreneurs
BC SEED, from A1

memberships

such as BCVC, as BC has involved
with this up-and-coming program
from the start. The organization
aims to work alongside BCVC to

Tickets, from A1

support entrepreneurs who have
a desireto pursue careers in social

tickets to one of the many IMAX
shows or tickets to go on a whale
watch 30 miles east of Boston.
The ICA membership will work
like theschool?s membershipto the
Museum of Fine Arts. Students will
be able to show their BC ID at the

impact.
In front of a panel of three
judges, three teams proposed
their socially aware business
plans to potentiallywin a prize of
$l,OOO to put toward theirbusiness endeavors.
Maji Bottles, proposed by

ticket office at the museum and
receive free admittance that day.
BC students will be able to avoid
the $lO cost ofstudenttickets at the

Max Ade, CSOM ?l2; Paul Veiga,
CSOM ?l2; Alex Trautwig, A&S
?l2; and Austin Nissly, CSOM ?l4,
is a company that, through water
bottle andhat sales, provides clean
water to Third World countries.

museum through this program.

At the ICA, students will be
to view the museum?s vast
permanent collection as well as
its many temporary exhibitions.
In the fall semester, the museum
will be hosting Josiah McElheny
and his pictures of the infinite
until mid-October, as well as Os
Gemeos and Dianna Molzan until
the end of November. Os Gemos
is a street artist known throughout

able

Brazil and his exhibit will include
his paintings and sculptures, in
addition to a public mural outside
of the museum. Dianna Molzan
paints the actual materials of
painting in relief and her exhibit
will showcase her paintings of
painting.

Though the program does not
begin until next year, the Office of
the VPSA is beginningpublicity for
the program in conjunction with
another museum programthat will
take place thisSaturday,April 21. ?A
Day of theArts? is a programrun by
the Office of the VPSA that offers

students free admission to the Museum of Fine Arts, theIsabellaStewart Gardner Museum, the Institute
of Contemporary Art, and the New
England Aquarium andfree shuttle
service to and from the museums
from 11:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m.
Although the new membership
programs are currently only for
next year, Dumpe said that it was
not necessarily temporary. ?We
want to see how the success of this

day [April 21] and the memberships go,? Dumpe said. ?Moving
forward, we will consider renewing
it and purchasing other memberships. We want students aware of
what is out there and to make it
easy for them to take advantage
of it.?

n

With a business model similar to
TOMS shoes, for every four items

the company sells?which is close
s2o?one person in a Third

to

World country will receive clean
drinking water. By targeting colDAniel lee

lege campuses across the country
through social mediaand promotions, their long-term goal is to
provide multiple wells internationally through an organization
called charity: water. Maji Bottles
previously was granted money for
placing in the semi-finals of BC?s

?l2; Deckard Sorensen, A&S ?l2;
and Andy McTeague, A&S ?l2,
developed away to collect water

from condensation,with the goal
of providing affordable drinking
water to Third World nations.
All students involved in biol-

ogy and entrepreneurship, the
three developedan American and
internationalpatent-pendingsystem of utilizing a material based
of off the Namib Desert Beetle.
Combining super-hydrophobic
material and super-hydrophilic
material developedin labs across
the country, NBD hopes to mar-

Venture Competition.
Derek Switaj, CSOM ?l5, and
Scott Geron, CSOM ?l4, founded
a website called The Good Network, a social mediaintended to

bring businesses and any charity-giving organization together
to provide a more efficient and

ket this product to provide water
alternatives for poorer countries,

effective donation process.
Their model consists of listings
of schools, businesses, churches,

where the cost and demand of
water is high. NBD Nanotechnologies received the first prize
in BC?s Venture Competition
last week, winning a cash prize
of $lO,OOO.
The judges, Stas Gayshan, BC
?O4, Mary-AliceBrady, BC ?96, and

and more posting their charity
work with the goal of connecting
and collaborating with others
with similar missions. They also
aspire to involve businesses, such
as UHaul and Staples, to provide
coupons and suppliesfor these organizations with charity listings.
NBD Nanotechnologies,
founded by Miguel Galvez, A&S

professor Vesela Veleva deliberated and granted Maji Bottles with
the first prize of $l,OOO. n
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Woods greeted many of the people who benefited from his leadershipas dean.

Dean receives many thanks
Woods, from A1

CONGRATULATIONS!

were popular. After his appointment as dean, Woods supervised
the creation of a 30-course under-

2012

laughter and wit, this indefatigablecompanion of Ignatius
teaches us the meaning of fidelity,
dedication, and what it means to
care for others.?
Woodshas received numerous
awardsfor his service to the Boston College community through-

graduate hybrid program in 1971.
This hybrid, the WCAS, added a
graduate school in 1996, offering
the Master of Science in Administrative Studies degree.
?Inviting all to see the world
with new eyes and to grasp possibilities that will fundamentally
out his career as the dean of
change their lives and the lives
WCAS. In 2005, Woods received of all [which] they will come into
contact, Fr. Woods inspires broada Leadership Awardfrom the Association of Continuing Higher ening horizons,? thepamphlet read.
Education, which ?recognized his ?Offering an accepting learning
extraordinarycontributions, and environment, Fr. Woods makes
service to the profession through real Boston College?s institutional
his stewardship of diverse learner covenant of inclusion with the
communities.? He was also the local community opening and
wisdom,

recipient of the Ida M.

Johnston

Alumni Award from Boston University ?for outstanding insight
and effort in planning and implementing higher education academic programs in metropolitan

supporting participation in the
University.

Boston.?
Before his term as dean at
WCAS, Woods served as University Registrar, centralizing and

?Guiding thousands through
their educational, personal, and
spiritual journey with compassion
and kindness reflects Father?s deep
commitment to improving the human condition.?
After more than 40 years as
dean, Woods, an octogenarian, will

computerizing registration and
financial aid before such methods

retire from his position at the end
of this academic year. n
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Community
Help

apartment

wanted

Have you thought about ADOPTION? Loving and devoted married couple hoping to adopt. We
hope you will consider us in your
options. To learn more, please
call us toll-free at (877) 8413748, or visit our website www.
roseanneandtim.com. Please be
assured all conversations are
held in strict confidence.

Renting one bed, one bath attached to main house, different
entrance. Willing to discount rent
for babysitting few hours a week.
Close to Boston College and
Newton Center. Contact Morgana
at 857-389-2707 or philmorga-

na@verizon.net.

Help

wanted

Freshman willing to rent dorm
room on Newton to seniors for
one night of reminiscing activities. Will supply playlist from Fall
?OB, arrange for RA door knock
during rounds, and clean up the
next day. Price negotiable, contact: costansb@bc.edu.

THE PROSPECTS FOR
CONSTITUTION MAKING

TWO ANCIENT PERSPECTIVES

Check out the B-Line at
theb-line.tumblr.com

April 25
Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.

JJ Mulhern
Professor, University of

·

·

·

·

INFORMATION DAY:
Hosted By: MTV's Sway Calloway
WHO:

Boston Area College Students
WHAT:
Hear from the President of MTV, other Executives
and recent college graduates about:
?
?
?

MTV Work Culture
Internships at MTV
Potential Job Openings

Food and Door Prizes Provided

WHERE/WHEN:

May Ist from spm to 7pm
Royale Boston
279 Tremont Street (at Seaver Place)

REGISTER BY APRIL 25th:
Space is limited register
at Boston.mtvU.com

Thursday, April 19, 2012
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Sexual abuse cover-up
calls for Board expulsion

?That?s the magic of Fenway Park. That?s why people love it so. Come to think of it,
at Fenway almost every year is a wonder year.?
-Ned Martin (1923-2002), Red Sox

The Heights urges the University to take action
immediately to uphold reputation
A recent Boston Globe article has
revealed that Rev. Bradley M. Schaeffer,
S.J., current memberof Boston College?s
Board of Trustees, allegedly failed to
investigate or contact the police after
receiving complaints regarding thenpopular Donald J. McGuire?s behavior
with young boys. Instead, Schaeffer,
leaderof the Jesuits in the Chicago area
during the early ?9os, sent McGuire to
treatment for a sexual disorder?treatment he later acknowledged did not
go well. He reportedly knew about
McGuire?s repeated abuse for over 30
years.
According to the article, followingthe
treatment,McGuire allegedly continued
to molestboys until at least 2003, sixyears
after Schaeffer left Chicago. McGuire is
now serving 25 years in a federal prison
for child sex abuse while the Jesuits face
a lawsuit for their failure to protect one
of McGuire?s alleged victims. The Jesuits
did not expel McGuire from the order
until 2007, nearly 40 years after the first
serious allegation against him.
Though Schaeffer, now 62, is planning to retire from BC later this year,
The Heights feels the University should
take action immediately, and we urge

the Board of Trustees to remove him
from their membership. While we acknowledge the fact that the University
had no knowledge of Schaeffer?s role in
the McGuire case when he was elected
to the board, The Heights feels that inaction in this case would endanger the
school?s reputation as one of the most
prestigious Catholic institutions in the
country.

We can all be appreciative of the
expertise that Schaeffer has brought to
the Board of Trustees, but knowing this
information now, thereis no justification
for him to remain on the Board of Trustees. Inaction can only elicit furthernegative publicity, and we in no way should
appear to condoneMcGuire?s actions.
The Heights wouldalso like to remind
the University that in the past it has
taken the lead among local Catholic
institutions inresponding to the clergy
abuse scandal, in particular by launching the Church in the 21st Century in
2002. This situation serves as another
opportunity for BC to set an example
for all Catholic institutions to follow,
and hopefully combat claims that the
Church has dealt with complaints of
sexual abuse ineffectually.

Recognize Allies? Day of
Silence on April 20th
Support BC?s GLBTQ community by choosing to
acknowledge silence this Friday
Friday, April 20, is the Day of Silence, an annual event in which students across the country take a pledge
of silence in order to raise awareness
for the GLBTQ community. This year
will be the second year that Day of
Silence is officially recognizedby Boston College, and The Heights would
like to encourage as many students as
possible to participate on Friday, and
gather with the BC Allies to break the
silence at 4 p.m. in the Quad. Those
who do not choose to take the pledge
can still contribute to the spirit of the

day by respecting their silent peers,
and taking the time to reflect upon
the issues thatmany GLBTQ students,
and people around the world, still
face. Anti-GLBTQ sentiments, not to
mention bullying and harassment, are
still very prevalent, and understanding these challenges is a meaningful
step towardthe social justice thatBC
promotes. It is important for everyone
at the University to recognize the Day
of Silence as a significant way to show
support and respect for the GLBTQ
community within and beyond BC.

Free admission for
students fosters culture
The office of VPSA?s decision to provide tickets to Boston
establishments will improve the minds of undergrads
The office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs (VPSA) has announced thatBoston Collegestudents
will now be able to obtain tickets for
the New England Aquarium and the
Institute for Contemporary Art for
free. These partnerships, along with

?Boston is a city of
countless cultural
opportunities, and
students are privileged to have access
to them.?
similar ones at the Museum of Fine
Arts and the Museum of Science, are
all part of a larger effort to get BC
students into Boston.
The Heights would like to applaud,
and most of all thank, the VPSA office for continuing to evolve such a
program.Boston is a city of countless

cultural opportunities, and students
are privileged to have access to them.
Unfortunately, students often fail to
take advantage of these opportunities
whether for financial reasons
or due to a lack of desire to leave the
BC campus.
Many BC students have been feeling the pinch of these tough economic times, and have had to budget their
finances with extreme caution. Trips
to the Aquarium or the Institute for
Contemporary Art, with transportation included, would seem more
expensivethan theirworth. Now, any
student can enjoy either, a generous
and informed option on behalf of the
University.
It may also simply inspire BC
students to get out of Chestnut Hill
and into the wider world of Boston.
Sometimes, we all need a little push
to leave the confines of the Heights,
and there is no better incentive that
a free trip to some of the best establishments in the country. Even
if students had no particular desire
before to visit these places, now they
have nothing to lose.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
A letter of admiration and thanks for a Jesuit mentor
I write in tribute to Andrew Bunie, Ph.D., professor
emeritus, who died in February. Dr. Bunie was my history professor over ten years ago. I learned about Boston neighborhoods from Dr. Bunie. He taught me how
to write a history paper. He taught me that a little bit
of crankiness is good when I look at history. Dr. Bunie
taught me to wearily peer into history and ask why.
I first met Dr. Bunie in class. He taught me to

know and love Boston?s neighborhoodsdespite their
historic faults. Dr. Bunie asked, rather, he forced me to
apply for the Amanda Houston Fellowship during my
sophomore year. When I told him that I had no idea
what I would do with the fellowship, he responded
that he did not know either. He told me to explore.
After returning to campus from a class trip to Dudley
Square, I realized that I wanted to learn more about

urban Catholic education. That insight changed me.
Our interaction in the subsequent months of my submitting the fellowship application was a rich one. He
shared with me figures like Paul Robeson and Langston Hughes? figures I would come to cherish. I shared

with him my pithy research and writing. He asked
about home and my life at Boston College.
The death of Dr. Bunie saddened me. His death saddened me, because I never had an opportunity to tell
him how influential he was to me. I remember coming
back to Boston after spending a summer teaching at

LoyolaAcademy, an urban Catholic middleschool
in St. Louis, and doing research. I went to his office
in Hovey House to thank him for his help. He began
to talk over me and handed me a book that he and
Sheila Tully Boyle had just finished on Paul Robeson. I
thanked him. He ushered me out of his office, rushing to a meeting, and as we parted, he said you are
welcomefor the book.
Dr. Bunie, ten years have passed since that encounthanking you for the book. I was thanking you for being my professor. You are one of the
reasons I love BC.
ter. I was not

Rev. Maßio M. Powell, S.J.

What do you think?
editor,
Write your own letter to the

A
editorg'h<:heights.com

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted

to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include theauthor?s connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and
columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights,
113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

COURSEGITRAION FRUSTAION

Thumbs
Up
Happy Birthday to Fenway This Friday, America?s most
beloved ballpark (subjective,
we know) turns 100 years
old. To celebrate, they will
have a ?Throwback? day

where both the Red Sox and
the Yankees will wear oldschool jerseys. Although we
won?t be attending because
of the Spring Concert (Nelly,
why are you so catchy?), it?s

Woogeon Kim / HeigHTs illusTrATion

On requirements and registration

cool that we?re here
this moment of
history. No matter if you?re
a Yankees, Phillies, Cardinals, Dodgers, or whatever,

pretty

to witness

it is difficult to simply add another
section. So while I?d like to complain
about the fact that a class I wanted
was closed, I understand. However,
I do think that Boston College has
some contradictionsbetween its stated
mission and the realitiesforced by the
course selection process.
As a Liberal Arts institution, stu-

fan, we should all take a
moment to honor the Green

Monster.
Shipping up to Boston (fo
free)- Rejoice, Boston College students, as we will no
longer have to choose between spending our precious
money on ordering Fins or

being a semi-cultured person (because we all know
that a Spicy Tuna roll wins
out over a musuem 99.9
percent of the time). The
office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs just announced they have worked
out a deal with the New
England Aquarium and the
Institute for Contemporary
Art that allows students to
get in for a discounted price.
Now if we could only get our
lazy butts out of bed on a
Saturday afternoon...
Ridiculously Hot Runnings A serious thumbs up to all

the BC students who ran
the marathon on Monday.
Despite the conditionsbeing
some of the worst in history,
you all held it together and

MARYE MORAN

dents are encouraged to take classes

You open a computer program that
looks like it would be running on a
machine in Bill Gates? basementwhen
he was 14. Either that, or you think

outside of their major and even to take
a few courses in the different undergraduate colleges. However, when
choosing my classes last year, I had
to declare an English major in order
to take the course that I wanted, even
though I had fulfilled its prerequisites.
And this year, an economics elective
that I am interested in is open only
to econ majors and minors, again
regardless of whether or not a student
has fulfilled the prerequisites. Of the
four sections of a statistics course, two
were not open to me because I am not
in CSOM, which seems contradictory

that you should be down in the hatch

from Lost, typing in the numbers that
prevent the worldfrom exploding,on
the computer screen built in the ?Bos.
If you haven?t watched Lost, the main
point of that comparison was ?built in
the ?80s? (and that you should watch
Lost). We?re not off to a promising
start.

Once UIS is open, you type to
replace the blinking underline with

blocky numbers formed with the
minimum number of pixels. 4 8 15 16
23 42. Then you catch yourself and
type the course codes for the classes
you want to take. More often than
not, though, it?s classes you plan on
taking, not really what you want to
take.

the policy that students can take
other schools, especially
since all sections of the class are supposedly the same in terms of structure
and content.
to

courses in

We are told to branch out and

explore our interests, and though

the core does enforce this, after that

I understand that it?s hard to keep
class quality if they let courses get
too full, and with a limited number of
classroomsand teachers on campus,

persevered.That?s somereal
Forrest Gump stuff right

point, it is hard for students to become
involved in a department unless it is
the only department they are getting

2.) You don?t know things.

Allergies- Don?t get us
wrong, we love spring. The

weather, the flowers,
the chirping birds. But by
god, our sinuses feel like
they got hit by a 300 pound
warm

lineman. Seriously, even if
we were hooked up to an IV
of Claritin, we?d still have
a disgusting sniffle. Call us
dramatic, but we?re secretly
jealous of Jake Gyllenhal?s
bubble in Bubble Boy.

Least Influential 100- Time
Magazinerecently published
their 100 most influential

people. The list includes
people like billionaire and
political activist Warren
Buffett, Apple CEO Tim
Cook, and Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton. The list

also included the likes of
Chelsea Handler and Novak
Djokovic. No offense, but
what have those two done?
All Chelsea Handler has
inspired us to do is to drink
vodka and not date50 Cent.
Djokovic is just good at tennis and has inspired us to do,
well,nothing really. We guess
he inspired our mom to try a
gluten-free diet.

Course Registration- Oh
my gosh, I got every class I
wanted and I have the most
mostestperfectest schedule!!
Yay Course Registration!!
-

Said no one, ever.

Follow us on Twitter
@BCTUTD

asked me about the courses I planned
to take, none of which were science,
math, or history, and had no qualms

with an
academic advisor, and theoretically go
over our educational plans and ensure
that we are on the right track in terms
of fulfilling Core and major requirements. However, the reality of this
process also does not seem to be living

about this.
On the one hand, it?s good that she
had faith that I?m an adult and know
what I?m doing when planning my next
four years,but on the other hand, it?s a
bit unsettling that it would be entirely
possible to get to senior year with no
one telling you that you do, in fact,
need to take a science, math, history,
and English. Again, it?s the student?s
responsibility, but then what is the
point of the advisor?
An archaic computer system for
course registration doesn?t have any
real bearing on the process, but it does
seem to be a sign of how infrequently
the University reevaluates the current
system. We constantly update build-

we are all required to meet

up to BC?s stated ideal.
College students should not need
too much hand-holding. We should be

able to read the University?s requirements and plan our courses accordingly, not waste all of our time on electives and then realize too late that we
don?t have enough room in our schedule to complete our majors. However,
with the current advising system, that
seems entirely possible. If this happens
to a student, it would certainly be his
own fault, but there still seems something wrong with the fact that even
with advisors, this circumstance would
be a possibility.
Last year I had yet to send in my
high school AP exam scores, which
fulfilled most of my core requirements. So when I was registering for
spring classes, my degree audit said

ings, reevaluate and improve class

offerings, and put resources toward
advancing individual parts of the University, but when it comes to course
registration, there is incompatibility
with the themes of the University. We
are supposed to be guidedby faculty to
take classes that fulfill school requirements and let us expand our horizons,
but with the current system, that is not
the reality.

that I needed to take a year of science, math, history, and English, even
though I had actually placed out of all
of those. When I met with my advisor, she gave me my registration code,

Marye Moran is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

An open letter to freshman John

there.

Thumbs
Down

involved in.
There are also problems before the
registration process even starts, when

Rememberwhen you read the ?Apology of Socrates? in Perspectives class,
and Socrates said that he was wise

JOHN BLAKESLEE
Dear Freshman John,
I know it is not customary to write a
letter to your past self. A more common practice is writing a letter to your
future self, asking questions about what
you?re up to, new hobbies, that sort of
business. But this is different.This is a
letter to past John. Things that I wish
you knew as a freshman or that you
could tell your freshman friends. The
following is a list of rules you should
try to remember.Post them above your
bed. Memorize them. Have your roommate give you pop quizzes on them.
Never forget them.

1.) You are not cool.
You think you?re cool. After all,
you?re in college now. You strut around
campus like you own the place. You go
to parties where there is an abundance
of alcohol and so many attractive girls.
You run around the reservoir, listening to self-aggrandizingrap music, and
thinking that the song is about you. It
is not. First off, your strut is obvious
to everyone. You look like a demented
swan. It?s less of a strut and more of
a waddle. The rap music is in no way
talking about you. I know, you?re 19 so
you think you?re finally an adult. Trust
me on this one, you look like you?re 14.

Within the next year you will be carded
trying to get into a PG-13 movie. Just
give up the desire to be cool. You don?t
need it.

because he admitshe knows nothing?
You should haveread closer. You don?t
know things. You have a lot of opinions.
Most of them you probably read online.
Even the books you did read, I guarantee
you did not understand them. In a few
years, as a senior, you will look back on
the notes you wrote in the margins of
your books and be astounded by the
insane things you said. You will even
be tempted to buy a new editionof the
book because the erasures of your freshman notes are still visible. Stop complaining when you do poorly on an exam

4.) Don?t smoke.
You were good on this one. Every
now and then you might have a cigarette
because ?you like to occasionally have
a smoke when you?ve been drinking.? I
assure you this practice does not make
a lot of sense. Stop it. Please stop your
friends from smoking. It is stupid and

dangerous. Over the course of the
next few years, several of your friends
will start smoking. Why? I?m not sure.

Maybe because it looks cool. Maybe
because they?re bored. Personally, I
think it?s because they are so scared
about what to do in life and smoking
gives them an identity. It?s an image that

You?ll make more friends, you?ll
learn about people, and others will think
you?re smart because you are careful
are.

with your words.

7.) Be genuine.
Stop trying to be something you?re
not. Stop trying to impress people.
You don?t need an image or a persona.
People can see right through it.
8.) Be grateful.
You should thank God every day
for what you have. You are incredibly
blessed. Frankly, I?m jealous. In the next
few years you are going to meet some
amazing people, listen to some brilliant
lectures, and laugh harder than you
ever have before. Enjoy every second
of it, but be aware that you are entitled
to none of it. It is a gift given to you for
some mysterious reason. You are lucky.
Thank everyone who makes you smile
and stop holding grudges. Just let them
go. Some of the closest friends I have

or test. Your professor?s comments are
not stupid. You shouldread them closely
so you can actually learn something.

shield.Don?t be obnoxious or
condescending. If they really want to
smoke, let them. But if you can provide
them with genuine friendship, maybe
they won?t need cigarettes.

3.) All of your ideas about girls are
completely wrong.
I wish I could help you out more
on this one. I?m afraid you are leaving collegewith more questions than
answers on this subject. But I have a
few pointers for you. First, never look
at a girl like she is a piece of meat.

5.) Don?t get a fake ID.
It?s a waste of money. Tell your
friends not to get one. It may be fun a
few times but by and large it is a waste.
Do you rememberrule number 1? You
look like you?re 14, nobody is going to
believe you?re 21. Also, it turns out bars
are really expensive.And loud. Far too

When you hear a friend of yours make
a sexist comment or joke,have the
courage to correct them. Don?t go to
parties just looking to hook up with
someone. Ask her to coffee. You have
no idea how many wonderful girls on
this campus would love to be asked
to coffee instead of tolerating your
nauseating small talk in the corner
of some Mod. Don?t feign interest in
a girl. Talk to the ones who actually
interest you. Be careful not to treat
them as an object of amusement or an
object of worship. Both are degrading.
Women are people just like you. Treat
them as such.

loud. Make some older friends and have
a beer or two in their dorm. You don?t

to

need to get drunk.In fact, once a month
go to a party where you don?t drink at
all. It is much more fun than you think.
You?re at the party for your friends, not

I can?t help but wonder whether or not I
am upholding all of the rules. I imagine
four years from now that I will reread
this column and cringe at its stupidity
and naivety. Embrace your embarrassment and never stop learning from it.

Bazoomie Wagon BEN VADNAL

acts as a

for the booze.

at

school initiallyrubbed me the wrong

way. The person you are holding a
grudge against might be your best friend
in four years. Just give him a chance.

Remembertheserules. You?re going
make mistakes.That?s good. Don?t be
afraid of them. Writing this as a senior,

6.) Listen to people.

Actually listen to what other people
have to say. Listen to themcarefully.
Remembertheir names when you meet
them. You?ll never learn anything about
a person bloviating about whatever topic
you think is interesting. Listen to them
intently and get a glimpse of who they

Some of the Best,
Present John

John Blakeslee is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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CORNER COACH?S
Men?s basketball

Steve Donahue

This continues a series of sit-down conversations with
Boston College coaches.
Steve Donahue, the head coach of the men?s basketball
team, sat down with The Heights to look back on his second
season and lookaheadto this upcoming offseason after spending the weekend at the Final Four in New Orleans.
The interview was conducted by Asst. Sports Editor Austin
Tedesco. Check out bcheights.com to see the full interview.
The Heights: How was the Final Four?
Donahue: It?s a greatevent. Obviously,it?s a great time
for all coaches. Our coaches convention is at the same
time so you meet with guys. There?s great excitement,
and it?s great motivation because as a coach you want to
bring your team there some day.

The Heights: Kentucky obviously won it all. On that
subject, if you had the opportunity to recruit a player to
BC who you knew could stack up academically but had
the potential to leave after one or two years, would that be
something you would be interested in pursuing?
Donahue: Yeah, I don?t think that there?s an issue with
that. I think that if the young man, first of all, fits what
we do and he can do the work here at Boston College and
he has an incredible first year and he?s a draft choice in
the NBA and he has that opportunity, then I think it?s all
great. Just like any other field where a kid goes to college
and has another opportunity maybe during the summer

where he finds out he can really make a great advancement in that field of interest, then I would support that
as well. I wouldalso hope that the kid would try to keep
furthering his education if he did leave after one year, to
come back in the summers and things like that.
The Heights: To look back on the season just to start
you think they handled the non-conference

off, how do
schedule?

Donahue: It?s hard to explain the first month and a
half just because these kids never played collegebasketball before. To try to get them to put a group out there
and understand all of the things that go on in a college
basketball game?even though you?ve played basketball,
now you?re playing 40 minutes with a shot clock and a
different three-point line and obviously all of the other
olderand physical players to go alongwith the challenges
you?re against each and every possession?that was so
overwhelming early on that after a month and a half, I
think theyfinally got thatfeeling of whatto doand how to
be competitive, and I was really proud of our stretch from
the beginningof the ACC season, even those threeor four
games before that I thought we played really well. And
then going into the ACC season, we had a great stretch,

obviously beating Virginia Tech and Clemson, and then
really good basketballwherewe are into games with eight
to go and six to go. And then we hit another wall when
bigger and older teams really took advantage of us, and
then I think we made another big jump at the end of the
season. I thought we competed really hard and we did a
lot of good things. So I was really proud of a lot of our
progress, and I think the guys really learned a great deal.
I think we?ll find the true answers of this season when
these kids are juniors, and look back and say, ?Man look
how far they?ve come.? Part of that will be because they
went through all they did this year.
The Heights: You said you?ll see the effects of everything
when they?re juniors, so what does that mean for the
progress this season in their sophomore year?
Donahue: I think it?s all part of the maturation.
We still don?t have a real junior or senior who is going to play valuable minutes next year, most likely,
so you?re still really young and you?re going to put
another couple young guys in there. I?m excited about
it. We have a great chance over the summer since
now we?re allowed to work with our players
for the first time during the summer. We
have a trip to Spain which then you?re
allowed to practice full for 10 days and
then go out to Spain and integrate
those new guys and then obviously
the preseason. I?m excited about it,
especially with the additions that
we?ll have, but I don?t know exactly?l
can?t as a coach?l?ve been on really
good teams and then I know what
the feeling is going to be right away
again the next year because I?ve had
some really sure things. I think part
of this is that we?re still growing the
program. We?ve got some young guys
coming in?how are they going to be?
Are they as good as we expect? Will
they really have great chemistry with
the guys? There?re still a lot of question marks at this point and I think
they?re going to be answered in the
next six months, and then I can say
exactly how I feel. And thenobviously
I think really strongly about that junior and senior year with this group,
and I thinkthey?ve got a chance to be
really special.

SCOREBOARD

Baseball
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The Heights: At what point in the season did you feel like
the team really had a grip on the motion offense, or do you
think that still hasn?t really come yet?
Donahue: I think the offensive side, and the defensive
side, are lightyears away from where we?ve got to be. That?s
not how we?re going to play. We were basically trying to
design a plan where our guys can compete for 40 minutes
in the ACC against those teams. It?s not like we were trying
to figure out how we?re going to beat teams in the long run.
We?re going to play fast, we?re going to try to score 75 to 80
points, we?re going to mix up defenses, we?re going to be
aggressive, we?re going to play nine to 10 guys. All the things
I just said just weren?t realistically options with such youth
and inexperience and weak bodies and cardio fitness. All
those things have got to be terrific?and, youknow, just not
enough pieces. So I think we are really far away, but what I
do like is I think the guys are willing to learn. I think there?s a
good skill level.I think as they get bigger, stronger, and more
experiencedyou?ll see all of the things we?re trying to do
come into light as each guy gets better at every position.

The Heights: Is it complicated or challenging for you to
bring in recruits with the numbersin this freshman class and
having five freshmen who start?
Donahue: I think we all have challenges at every
program to sell playing time and opportunities, but you
know what,I?m pretty honest with everykid?and this is
nothing against the guys who are here. I told these guys
that no one earned the starts this year. It?s not like they
beat out a sophomore or junior or senior who had been
with really intelligentbasketball players. When you dothat playing.Essentially, someone had to play, and that?s where
you can do that on bothsides of the ball. I think we can do the challengesare. I told them that everyone coming in
it on defense. I think we can mix up defenses. I think we can here, I?m trying to get guys that will help us win in the
do a lot of things that knock teams off their feet and knock ACC, so they?re probably going to want your job. Your
themoff balance. That being said, I think our core needs to responsibility is to get better and better, so personally
be the man-to-man. I think we?ve got to be really good in you don?t lose your job if you?re playing already. You?re
transition defense, half court man wherewe are reallymaking trying as a sub to beat those guys out, and then all of us
themshoot challengedshots and limiting them to one. It?s are trying to get better. I think it?s actually, if I?m honest
not like we are going to constantly get in passing lanes and
with a guy, I?m saying that no one?s secured this spot. I
do those type of things that lead to easy baskets, but we?ve may say in two years, you know, look at this kid?s freshman and sophomoreyears and now he?s our junior, and at
got to make sure we can do something to mix it up.
the same time I?m recruiting a guy at the same position,
that?s a lot harder. Right now, I think there are still great
The Heights: After winning two games early in conference play, you guys dropped six straight losses, and then beat opportunities, and I said that to our guys. That?s the chalFlorida State before having another streak of losses. Did you lenge. You?ve got to continue to get better. No one really
sense a difference in the locker room with the team?s morale beat someone out andearned it this year. You?re going to
or chemistry?
have to do that from now on.
Donahue: I think for this year that our approach helped
The Heights: Do you have an idea of how the league is
these guys. I haven?t, and never will, judgeour team on wins
and losses. I want to hopefully judge them on how they?re going to look next year and who the top teams are going to
playing up to the level of their ability.Especially the games be outside of Duke and UNC?
after FSU, I thought we stayed in a lot of games, even the
Donahue: Well, I thought this year that the league was
games around that FSU game. I thought we played really way older and way better thanpeople anticipated. I think
good ball. There are a couple of disappointing gamesthat I everyone just thought that it was kind of down the year
before, but the thing that people didn?t play into was that
can pick out. NC State there, I thought we didn?t compete
well enough and we really allowedtheir physicality to take everybody was back. Obviouslythe one-and-donesstayed,
over, but I thought we came back which was a great sign here
and thenthe Miamis and the Florida States and the North
and had an opportunity to win that game against a Sweet 16 Carolina States were so deep and Virginia got Scott?l just
team. The other one that I was disappointed in was at Miami
thought the league was much older. I think the league,
on theroad at the end of the season. They playedwell, but
depending on who leaves, will be much younger, but the
we just didn?t compete like we needed to, but we bounced level of talent in this leagueis taking a big jump next year.
back and won our last game at home, which I thought was We have more top-100 players than any other league.We
have more McDonald?s All-Americans than any other
important.
league. The talent in the leagueis going up. I think in two
The Heights: You mentioned that this year there is still a to three yearsnow, you?re going to see a league likethe Big
lot of progress to be made. Do you think that your players are East was a couple yearsago with 10 to 11 teams really going
taken aback by the lack of students at the games? Does that after NCAA bids, because that?s how talented I think the
league is going to be.
affect them at all?
Donahue: I don?t think it affects at all. I know that?s a
The Heights: Is it going to be weird not having any
big topic around here, but to be honest with you, it?s a big
topic everywhere. Students are different nowadays. It used seniors on the team?
to be when you went to college 20 years ago, 10 years ago
Donahue: I think we?re used to it. Even though we
even, there weren?t a lot of options for entertainment. I had some this year I think we?re all used to the youth.
would say 15 years ago, there was very rarely cable TV on I think what it?s going to enable?and the biggest thing
most campuses, so you couldn?t even watch the games. You
I?m trying to get from these guys?is that I?ve got to
can watch so many games now. You can watch our own
have leadership. There?s got to be a step, someone or
games on ESPN rather than walk 50 feet down to the gym. more than one, taking the team and being a leaderand
I think as you build a team that the students in generalfeel taking ownership of this team. Not the coaches telling
really connected to?and that?s what we are working on. you everything thathas to happen.Somewherefor us to
Being connected to this group, making sure that they feel a be a great team, that locker room has to take ownership
part of it, reaching out and going out to the cafeterias and and they?ve got to take this to the next level. If you can
dormitoriesso they feel a part of it and are invested in it. do it as sophomores, then holy cow, will that help you as
The other way I do that is I?m trying to bring in kids that
juniors and seniors. Once again, it may be more difficult
they will want to root for and pull for, and we?ll constantly next yearbecause we don?t have that leadership and that
do that. The bottomline is that you?re going to have to play older guy that helps you, but I think in the long run we
winning, exciting basketball.That the reason you goto watch may look back, and I believe this, you?ll say that really
us play is because everybody else is going and it?s the thing makes us great now because they went through all this
to do.Until you build that?l don?t think anybodyin college stuff as younger kids.
basketball is getting theirkids to games. There are very few
The Heights: Do you have an offseason captain named
that have that. Maybe 10.
or anything like that?
The Heights: Yeah, even Duke is having trouble with that.
Donahue: No, we didn?t namea captain last year, and
Donahue: No doubt.At Duke, most of those kids are grad I think I?ll wake up one day and I?ll know it or they?ll
students that couldn?t waitbecause they saw it on TV and they know it. We don?t know it yet, and that?s just part of our
were at a collegethatdidn?t havethat.The undergradsare doissue right now. It?s just a unique team since nobody?s
ing whatourkids are doing.They?ve got a lotof studies, they?ve been through it yet. I don?t feel like anybody?s ready to
got a lot of options, they?ve got a lot of social things that are
do it, if they?re beinghonest. They don?t feel like they?re
there. It?s just not as big a thing until?l think here we?ve got secure enough in themselves to lead and serve the otha great opportunity, especiallywith the city of Boston. If we
ers when they?re still worried about themselves, and I
win, then they?ll come, so Conte Forum willbe packed in that understand that. It may happen over the next six months
sense. The students will come when it?s the thing to do, and and it may not, but it?s going to happen. We?re going to
it?ll be the thing to dobecause we?re winning, it?s exciting, your constantly challenge them to take that, and we?ll get
friends are talking about it, and you have to be there.
somebody. We will.
The Heights: There was mainlya lot of man last year. Is it
your goal to be able to mix up defenses more down the line?
Donahue: Yeah,I think so. I want to useour intelligence.
The one thing I think we try to recruit is intelligentbasketball players. I think that?s an advantage.I think we have to
do that. We?re not going to get the strength and athleticism
that the Dukes and North Carolinas and the Syracuses get,
so we?ve got to combatthat somehowand I think one way is
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The Heights: Looking ahead to their junior year, you?re
adding Pitt and Syracuse to the mix. How does thatboth help
and maybe hurt your tournament resume?
Donahue: I think it?s a win-win. Nowadays you don?t get
hurt byplaying great teams, andboth those, let?s be honest,
they?re going to be top 25 or top 30 teams in bad years. We?re
going to be playing Syracuse twice every year. I thinkit?s great
for allof that [tournamentresume], but I also think it?s great
for us to have somerelevance with other teams in thisregion.
It lookedlike people talkedaboutBoston Collegebasketball
and people talked about us like that, but they never talked
about the ACC and how they?re doing. Now, Syracuse is in
it. Now all of the media, especially in New Yorkand adding
the region with Pitt, everybody is going to be talking about
the ACC as well, which will help in every aspect, recruiting
in particular. But just fan excitement that no one could even
talk aboutthe ACC, they?d just talk about the Big East, but
now we?re taking the two best teams out of that in my opinion
and addingthem to our league.

8
12

bUTERA 1-4 2 rbi
bOYD 3-5 2 rbi
Chestnut Hill, mass 4/14
fILLER 1-2 3 RBI
rOSE 2-4 3 RBI

BC
FSU
sOFTBALL

BC
vt

Chestnut Hill, mass 4/15 Baseball

17

6

bOURDON 4-6 3 RBI BC
jOHNSON 2-5 1 rbi URI

Chestnut Hill, mass 4/17

16
4

Chestnut Hill, mass 4/15 sOFTBALL

1
5 d?ARGENTO 7 IP 10 H 5 ER BC
umass
5
8
hARRELL 7 IP 7 H 4 ER

bUTERA 1-4 3 rbi
qUINN 2-1 3 rbi
Chestnut Hill, mass 4/18
d?argento 6 IP 4 ER
plourde 3-4 1 rbi
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EDITOR?S PICKS

The Week Ahead

Standings

Baseball travels down to NC State for
a three-game series, and then plays
St. John?s at Dodd Stadium in Conn.
SoftballvisitsNo.21FSU foraweekend
series.Lacrosse begins itsACC Tournament push against Virginia tomorrow.
The Red Sox host the Yankees in the
rivals? first seriesof the season.

Recap from Last Week

Chris Marino

35-20

Greg Joyce

34-21

Heights Staff

32-24

Austin Tedesco

29-27

Series of the Week

Baseball dropped two of threein its
weekend series with FSU, followed
by a 16-4 defeat against Rhode
Island. Lacrosse downed Cal, 166. Softball lost the rubber game
against Virginia Tech. The Red Sox
got back on track against AL East
foe Tampa Bay.

Baseball

Guest Editor:
Dan Siering

NC State vs.

Asst. Arts & Review Editor

Boston
College

The Boston College baseball team (14-23, 5-13
ACC) will hit theroad thisweekendfor a threegame series with No. 18 NC State (24-11, 11-7).
The Eagles are coming off a 16-4 loss to Rhode

?I have the best curveball west of the Mississippi.?
Greg Joyce
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games
Baseball:BC at No. 18NC State (Series)

Chris Marino
Assoc. Sports Editor

NC State

Austin Tedesco
Asst. Sports Editor

Dan Siering

Asst.Arts & ReviewEditor

NC State

BC

NC State

Baseball:BC vs. St. John?s (Dodd Stadium)

BC

BC

St. John?s

BC

Softball:BC at No. 21 FloridaState(Series)

FSU

FSU

BC

BC

Lacrosse:BC vs. Virginia(ACC Tournament)

Virginia

BC

BC

Virginia

MLB: Red Sox vs. Yankees (Series)

Yankees

Red Sox

Yankees

Red Sox

Island. The Wolfpack fell short at Campbell,
despite rallying from a four-run deficit. NC
State is currently the No. 2 seed in the ACC,
while the Eagles hold the worst record in the
conference. BC will continue to rely on the bats
of Tom Bordoun (.337, nine home runs and 22
RBIs) and Anthony Melchionda(.331, five home
runs and 27 RBIs).

Fri. 6:30 p.m.; Sat. 6:30 p.m.; Sun. 1:00p.m.

Eagles smacked around by URI BC unable to get past UMass
work, three were earned. Of the eight that scored
off of Stone and Alvarez, a combined three were

Baseball, from AlO
single and stole second on a high throw, but was
unable to score.
In the fourth, Famiglietti singled and stole
second. Cammans reached on Hennesey?s second
error, and Famiglietti scored on a pop-out by
Adams.
The Eagles managed to get past first base in the
bottom of the inning, when Pare and
Hennessey hit consecutive singles. Yet,
with run- ners on the
c or
ners,
Fer
r i ck

-

-

flied out

end the inning.
to

Alvarez hit Quinn
with a pitch and walked
Caputo in the fifth, and
Roy doubled in both

earned.
?If we?re catching the baseball early, that
changes the wholegame,? Gambinosaid.?We didn?t
throwthe ball great today, but I have way more of
a problem with my defense. We have to play better
defensively.?
Nate LaPointe moved into the catcher?s spot
and lefty Steve Green took the mound for BC in
the seventh. Green allowed one run and two hits
in the seventh, singles to Cammans and new DH
Ty Muller.
BC?s base runners finally got to stretch in the
seventh inning. McGovern reached on a fielder?s
choice before Butera homered to center field,
scoring BC?s last two runs and ending O?Sullivan?s
day. Ty Sterner took over and walkedBourdon on
four pitches, but he got Moir to ground out to end
the inning.
Caputo and Roy singled one after the other in
the eighth, but Caputo was out at third when

hit-and-run
play to bring
the score to
8-2.

Geoffrey Murphyrelieved Althe sixth, but sparked
the Rams? offense by giving
up a solo home run to
Adams and then hitting Stenhouse with a
pitch immediately

er

scored on thedouble.
The Minutemen did not stop there. Third baseman

"HI MP [LOFT DM©
WWW.UPLIFTINGATHLETES.DRG

theplayers, we didn?t do a good
saidafjobtoday,? Gambino

to

crushed a
scoring Stendoubled in by

ror. Roy flied out,
the Rams? offenseand
were still going strong.
and continued on to

-

fair, giving theMinutemen a runner at first with oneout.
D?Argento followed the play with another strikeout, but
then, Tiffany Meekscrushed a linedrive deadcenter. The
ball tippedoff the top ofLynette-Krech?s glove and went
to the wall. Mikayla Panko, who pinch-ran for Plourde,

?Overall, today I think, as a ball
club, from the coaching staff right

Quinn. Haver-sticksingled. Caputo reached
and Quinn scored
on
Hennessey?s third
but
luck

sharp grounder from Plourde at the foul line, which
appeared to be out of play. However, the umpire called it
a

Teea Rogers drilled a line drive to theright-field wall,
which scored Meeks from second.Pinch-hitter Lindsey
Webster followed the two doubles with a single down
thethird-base line, which put UMass up 4-1.
At the plate, the Eagles looked unbalanced against
Plourde?s overpowering fastball. BC was held hitless
after the third inning, and left eight runners on base
throughout the game.
In the seventh, Amanda Horowitz came in to pitch
for D?Argento. She gave up a deep homerun to straight
center off the batter of Plourde, making the score 5-1.
The Eagles were unable to comeback in the last half of
the frame.
The Eagles were out-hit 11 to one. Both teams struggledwith runners on base, with eight runners left on for
both teams. The Eagles were unableto makePlourdepay
for her seven walks, while D?Argento was precise with
only two free passes. n

inning.

varez in

after. Fortunato
double to center,
house, and was

doublesteal to put runners in scoring position. However,
strikeouts and a botched squeeze attempt killed
the inning.
In the top of the sixth,UMass broke thegame open.
D?Argento started the inning with a strikeout?however,
it erupted into a difficult inning for the junior. Third
baseman CJ Chirichigno made a great diving stop on
two

Famiglietti took first on a fielder?s choice.
Cammans doubled him and Roy in for the
Rams? last two runs of the game.
Jay Jeannotte closed the gamefor the
Eagles, navigating past two pinch-hitters to hand URI its only scoreless

on a

teammates

Softball, from AlO

Caputo stole second
third when Pare overthrew the ball to second trying to get him out, and Haverstickscored. Murphy
finally ended the inning by getting Famiglietti to

strike out looking.
Murphy left the game with the score at 132. Of the five runs allowed in his one inning of

grAhAm

ter the

beck
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game. ?I don?t think we came out to play baseball today. I can handle wins and losses. I can?t
handle that.?
And yet, Gambino says he is not concerned
about the Eagles? upcoming series against North
CarolinaState. The series takes place on a weekend,
so what worries Gambino more is next Tuesday?s
game against St. John?s.
?You?ve got to be able to go and do your job
every day no matter the circumstances, no matter
what?s going on around you, and we?ve got to get
better at that,? Gambino said. n

i/
'A

?«

Tennis set for ACC Championships
Tennis, from AlO
?She?s been

great. She?s also been great off the

it?s just been impressive that she?s
a mature leader on the team. She?s done a great
job at doubles as well with Jess [Wacnik]. They?ve
stepped into the No. 1 doubles role and they?ve
been doing really well. All in all, she?s just been
the MVP for us.?
Kikuchi holds a singles record of 25-13, while
she and Wacnik have racked up a doublesrecord
court as well,

of 24-6, which leads the team.
?It?s crucial,? Burke said ofKikuchi and Wacnik?s
doubles team?s performance. ?When we beat NC
State, we didn?t win the doubles point. We?d really
like to get off to a good start against them and get

with them. They have a really
goodshot of taking thatmatch.It?s been interesting
putting them together, they kind of just work well
naturally. And they?re starting to figure out a little
bit more about doubles, like how to complement
a point?we start

each other at the net and their movements.?
Meanwhile, Wacnik has stood out for her play in
singles matches as well. In her freshman campaign,
she has gone 20-12 in those matches, including
11-1 during tournament play. Bentley has been
impressed with Wacnik?s play as a freshman, and
is excited about her future in the program.
?She?s had a lot of development, in addition to

the success,? Burke said of Wacnik. ?She?s worked
really hard on the practice court and on the court
during her matches. She?s been a real big-time

m. tENNIS
BC
dUKE

w. GOLF
BC

0
7

Chestnut Hill, Mass.4/15
[5-14, 1-10 acc]
[20-4, 9-2 acc]
mELBOURNE, fl. 4/13

14TH pLACE

player. She hits the ball really cleanly and plays really aggressively. We couldn?t have asked more of
her coming in. She?s been in a place where we?ve
really relied on her for wins and in the doubles as
well.It?s beenreally impressive, and it?s fun to watch
her come in as a freshman, new to the whole thing,
and conquer some ofher nerves and transition into
being a crucial part of the team. So we?re thrilled
about her.?

Otherkey contributorsfor the Eagles this weekend will be the doubles pair of Alex Kelleher and
OlgaKhmylev.They enter the ACC Championships
with a doubles record of 15-13, including a 10-4
mark in tournament play.
If the Eagles are able to get by the Wolfpack
again, they will have a tough test in the second
round, against No. 1 Duke on Friday. The Blue
Devils are undefeated in conferenceplay, andhave
lost just twice during the entire season.
On the men?s side, BC (6-14, 1-10 ACC) has
earned the No. 11 seed, and will also play against
No. 6 North Carolina State (19-8, 5-6 ACC). The
Eagles lost 7-0 to the Wolfpack earlierthis season,
as NC State was ranked No. 42 in the country.
BC is led by senior Akash Muppidi, who holds
a record of 14-13 in singles play. The Connecticut
native has gone 7-4 in tournament play this season,
and 10-3 in doubles play with his partner, Billy
Grokenberger.
If the Eagles can upset NC State this afternoon,
they will advance to the secondround for a game
against No. 3 Duke on Friday. n

m. tENNIS
BC
bRANDEIS

w. rOWING

Chestnut Hill, Mass.4/15 W. tENNIS
[6-14] BC
0
6
[4-9] dUKE 7
1
cAMDEN, n.j. 4/15

m. tRACK

AT kNIGHTS BC
kNECHT cUP BC
PIRATES iNVITE
2ND vARSITY fOUR a sILVER fINISH
&

/

Join members of the BC football team
for the 4th annual "LIFT FOR LIFE" event
this Saturday in Alumni Stadium.

April 21

1:00 p.m. Alumni Stadium
Suggested Donation: $lO adults and $5 students/children
All donations to benefit the Sarcoma Foundation of America

Chestnut Hill, Mass.4/15 W. tENNIS
[10-11, 3-7 acc] BC
[21-2, 10-0 acc]
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nORTH eASTON, mASS.4/14

w. TRACK

sKYHAWK iNVITATIONAL BC
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0
4

Chestnut Hill, Mass.4/15
[10-12, 3-8 acc]
[20-5, 10-1 ACC]
aMHERST, mASS. 4/14
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6
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nEWTON, Mass.4/14
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Anotherkind Eagles continue midweek woes in loss to URI

of recruiting

BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
Heights Editor

in jeopardy

The Boston College baseball team
(14-23, 5-13 ACC) has quite a different

than most
other weekend-loving
Boston College
college kids:
10 of its 14 wins have occurred on a
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. This Tuesday, the Eagles failedto overcome their
weekdaywoes, losingto the University
of Rhode Island Rams (22-14, 9-3 Atlantic), 16-4, giving up a season-high
in runs at Shea Field.
?Big ball games in the ACC, on big
stages, they?ve been great,? head coach
Mike Gambino said. ?It?s the midweek
lulls that we?ve got to fix.?
reason to T.G.I.F.

Rhode Island

AUSTIN TEDESCO
Ishowed a recently accepted student and

fellow Texan around campus last Saturday.
After discussing our beautiful campus and
academicsfor a littlebit, the conversation
thenswitched to athletics. She talked about

how it was going to be an adjustment for her
if she came here since, ?There isn?t really a

16

Freshman pitcher Eric Stone got

the nod on the mound for the Eagles,
and started the
game by

football team at Boston College. Instead of
that, it?s just hockey,right??
After chuckling for a second, I informed
her that thereis, in fact, a football team at BC
and thatit actually used to be pretty good.
It relieved her fears some, but later that day
I began to worry. If prospectivestudents
choosing between BC and other universities don?t even know that BC has a football
program,especially those students coming
from belowthe Mason-Dixon Line, then we
have a problem.
I love the hockey program here, but I
was skeptical at first, just like most students
not from around here wouldbe. Idid not
think that anything wouldbe able to top my
love forfootball andbasketball. By January,
though, I had been completelyconverted into
a full-fledged hockeyfan?showing up to
everygame and following the team as closely
as I could. It?s an easy thing to get wrapped up
in, given theexcitement generatedthrough-

walking centerfielder Jeff Roy. Left-

fielder Chris Famiglietti tried for a
sacrifice bunt and managed to reach
on an error by BC?s secondbaseman John Hennessey, the first of five
errors BC would make in the game.

first

First baseman Jeff Cammans singled
to load up the bases, and Roy scored
on a pop fly by catcher Milan Adams.

Famiglietti scored when secondbaseman Pat Fortunato lined what should
have been a single down the first base
side. Fortunato continued to second
when third baseman Travis Ferrick

Rams, as the only run in BC?s first
at-bat came from a solo homer by
centerfielder Tom Bourdon, who bat-

ted third.
The Rams? starting pitcher, Liam
O?Sullivan, threw 6.2 strong innings,
allowing all four of BC?s runs but holding the Eagles to just nine hits.
After shortstop Tim Caputo popped
out to left-centerfieldto start the second for the Rams, Roy singled and
advanced to second on another error
by Ferrick. Roy stole third and scored
again on Famiglietti?s double.
Marc Perdios, who saw more than
a few balls hit hard to his post in left
field, led off with a single for the

made an error by overthrowing the
ball to first. Pat Quinn, the DH, drove
in the last two runs of URl?s breakout
first by lining a ball past a divingTyler Eagles but
Hinchlcliffe at first base.
Stone got a short
rest after facing eight

was

thrown

out on a

fielder?s choice

that left Hinchliffe stranded at first.
Catcher Matt Pare popped out to left,
and Hennessey struck out looking to
end another quick BC half.
When Matt Alvarez came in to
pitch for Stone in the third,Rams right
fielder Kevin Stenhouse welcomed

him

to the game with a homerun to
center field, making the score 6-1.

Ferrick answered in the bottom
of the inning with a double to deep
left and scored on shortstop Blake
Butera?s sacrifice fly. Bourdon had a

See Baseball, A9

quickly

out the student body, as well as that indefin-

able touch provided by coach Jerry York.
As great as the hockeyprogram is,
national name recognition through athletics,
an admitted goal of the athletic department,
can only be truly accomplished in football
and maybebasketball. A National Championship in hockeyregisters in the Northeast, but
it doesn?t register in the South and it doesn?t
register out on the West Coast. Some highschoolers in thoseother parts of the country
that don?t follow or care about hockey may
start paying less attention to BC if things
don?t turn around soon. The continued
declineof the football program over the past
few yearshas begun to not onlyhurt the
recruiting of high-quality athletes, but more
importantly, it?s beginningto hurt the recruiting of high-quality students.
The Matt Ryan heyday of BC football
definitelywas not the reason I chose to come
here, but it was areason why I visitedthe
campus in the first place. Only for a tiny minority of students will football play a decisive
role in their collegedecision, but it will always
be a factor for a good portion, especially
thosefrom the South (Just for clarification,
I?m not actually from the South. I?m from
Texas. There?s a big difference). We don?t

grAhAm beck

BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. Sports Editor
The Boston Collegesoftball team (20-19)
lost a non-conference contest with Massachusetts (22-11), 5-1, despite an early
pitchers? duel.
Massachusetts 5
In the circle for
Boston College 1
the Eagles was
junior Nicole D?Argento, who went six innings, giving up four runs on nine hits, and
two walks to go with five strikeouts. Sara
Plourde, who pitched a complete game with
16 strikeouts, led the Minutemen. She gave

academic institutions like Northwestern,
Vanderbilt, or (God forbid) Duke because
they have surpassed us in football. If football
doesn?t define every dayof the weekfor most
southern students like it does in FridayNight
Lights, it at least plays an important role in

their Fridays andSaturdays. Obviously,a ton

football does.
All of theseissues bring up some sobering questions. If more and more students

looking for a decentfootball team to cheer
on during their collegeexperiencebegin to
look elsewhere, then whenever this program
eventually turns things around will there
be any students around to care? Or will the
Heights be full of apathetic sports fans unable to get excitedabout going to Alumni on
Saturday afternoons? How many prospective
students will we lose because of football, and
how many students won?t even hearabout
BC thatwould have if we had more nationally televised games like we did five years
ago? Honestly, it?s the only reason a kid from
Austin like me made the trekup here.
The academics, the campus, the people,
and the city ofBoston ultimatelymade me
choose BC over my other options last year,
but I probably wouldn?t have even had BC on
my list if it weren?t for Matt Ryan and Jeff Jagodzinksi. Maybeit?s just me, but I?m worried
more people outside of theNortheast won?t
have BC on their list either if we keep having
losing seasonson the field.

Austin Tedesco is the Asst. Sports Editor for The Heights. He can be reached
at sports@bcheights.com.
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BC turned away by UMass

want to start losing students to comparable

of factors workinto anyone?s final college decision, but giving up thatalmost sacred connection to the turf and our tailgateswould be
an extremely difficultchoice to make. I came
here believing that I wouldn?t have to give it
up. Some prospectivestudents are starting to
believe they would, and that?s scary. The same
goesnot justin the South but on the West
Coast as well.Hockey does not dominate
the conversation out there the same way that

/

DAniel lee
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Andrea Filler recorded BC?s onlyhit of the day, a single in the third inning of a loss to UMass.

Tennis begins postseason today
The Boston College men?s and womtennis teams will beginplay in the
ACC Championships todayin Cary, NC,

really good team,? Burke said. ?A lot of
things went right for us in that win. So
we don?t want to underestimate them,
but we also feel good about it going
into the match, knowing we had a win
over them. I think we?re in a really good

hoping to make

place.?

BY GREG JOYCE
Sports Editor

en?s

a run and extend their
seasons against their conference foes.

BC is led by All-ACC honoree and
This morning, the No. 8 seeded reigning ACC Playerof the Week, Erina
women?s squad (10-12, 3-8 ACC) will Kikuchi. As the Eagles? No. 1 singles
take on No. 9 NorthCarolinaState(7-15, player, Kikuchi was the first in program
3-8 ACC), whom they beat for the first history to win that award. She did so
time in program history two weeks ago, by defeating No. 37 JoelleKissell in her
5-2. The Eagles will be looking to keep singles match, clinching the victory for
that momentum in mind with the season BC over North Carolina State on April
6.Kikuchi also teamed up with freshman
on the line.
?We don?t really have that much to star Jessica Wacnik to earn a doubles
lose,? said Kieran Burke, an assistant
win, the only one BC had against the
coach for the team. ?Boston College, in Wolfpack. Additionally, Kikuchi and
its past, hasn?t won a round at the ACC Wacnik earned another win on the No.
Championships. We?re reallyexcited, as 1 doubles court against Wake Forest,
a team, to gofor more, for the program, sparking the Eagles to a 6-1 victory over
being the first team to get that win. It the Demon Deacons.
would be a huge step in our transition
?She?s been fantastic,? Burke said of
from the Big East to the ACC. Not that Kikuchi. ?She started off the year right
the Big East isn?t great, but the ACC is around No. 2 or No. 3 in the lineup,
really competitive. So we have a lot to and throughout the year she?s just been
putting wins together. She had a huge
gain, and we?re ready and excited.?
Just two weeksremovedfrom beating year early, and then a big win against
the Wolfpack, the Eagles are hoping that [Kissell], who she?ll match up against
again tomorrow.
win will prove to be helpful in today?s
rematch.
?It?s challenging, because they?re a
See Tennis, A9

Coach?s Corner
INSIDE SPORTS
We
down with headbasketballcoach Steve
THIS

took a four-pitch walk, and then Brittany
Wilkins followed with anotherfour straight
balls. Ali Lynette-Krech earned the game?s
first RBI with a free pass of her own.
At the top of the third, UMass tied it up.
Leadoff hitter Cyndil Matthew started the
inning with a line drive to left, which gave
her a team-leading13 multi-hitgamesonthe
season. Matthew proceededto steal second

base, before Quianna Diaz-Patterson hit a
single up the middleto bring her home.
From that point forward, the game

continued to be a low-scoring pitching
matchup. BC came close to taking the lead
in thebottom of the thirdwhenFiller started
the inning with a single to leftfor the Eagles?

up one hit, one earned run, and seven walks
in the victory.
The Eagles startedthe game?s scoring in
the first inning when they worked Plourde

first and only hit of the day. After Wilkins
was hit by a pitch, the Eagles performed a

for four walks.D?Argento was thefirst to take
thefreebase. SecondbasemanAndrea Filler

See Softball, A9

LAX READY FOR ACC TOURNAMENT

DAniel lee
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After getting a big 16-6 win over Cal on Saturday, the women?s lacrosse team will
play in the quarterfinals of the ACC Tournament Friday against the Virginia Cavaliers.

Series of the Week

Editors' Picks
A9
Baseball hits the road for an important ACC
Recap from Last Week A9
ISSUE
Donahue for an in-depth interview.....AB weekend series with NC State A9
sat
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THE PERFECT 24 HOURS IN BOSTON

BY BRENNAN CARLEY | ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR
TAYLOR CAVALLO | ASSOC. ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR
AND DAN SIERING | ASST. ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR

Now

that the weather is heating up, it?s time to get off campus and see what Boston has to offer. With its variety
exciting
of
spots to visit, ranging from thrift store clothing hunts to hearty brunches at Zaftigs Delicatessen,
the city only five miles away has something for everyone to explore. Nothing is better than sitting in Boston
Commons on a sunny day following an entertaining feature at Coolidge Corner Theatre or a day of fine art at
the MFA. With its eclectic mix of neighborhoods, Beantown?s atmosphere is one of a kind. The Scene put together some of our favorite hot spots in the metro area and provided routes and recommendations for a perfect
spring day.
See Boston 24 Hours, B3
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CHRISTINE ZHAO

location

BRENNAN CARLEY
?Location, location, location? is a
quote I?ve always rememberedfrom
when I was a kid. Although setting has
alwaysbeen a key component of pop
culture, it seems like today?s cultural
landscape has become increasingly
reliant on location to the narrative

1. NO BLAcK BAcHELOR

structure.

I?m not talking about worksthat
could easilybe set in countless different locations, ala New Girl, which is
supposedly set in Californiathoughyou
could fool me. I?m thinking more along
thelines of TV shows like Portlandia
and the oh-so-subtly titled Hillbilly

Race is a touchy subject. Not getting the opportunity to reject

people on television can also be a sore subject. Combine the
two and you have a lawsuit.Two Tennessee men claimthat they

were discriminatedagainst by TheBachelor and TheBachelorette shows, and plan to sue theproducers. The suit was filed on

Wednesday?on behalf of all persons of colorwho have applied
for the role of the bachelor or bachelorette but been denied the
equalopportunity for selection on the basis ofrace.?

Handfishin?, a show that exploresthose
who ?noodle,? or catch catfish with their

hands.The latteris a show with a setting?the rivers of Oklahoma?integral
to the concept.
Rather than butchering an explanation of the truly indescribableHandfishin?, I?ll focus instead on shows like
Portlandia, Sherlock, andmy new favorite television drama this season, Revenge,

programs that just couldn?t exist in their
current incarnations if it were not for
their respectivebackdrops.
Though some critics may beloathe
to say that Fred Armisen?s brilliant Portlandiawouldn?t be the same if it were
set in Williamsburg (like Lena Dunham?s
witty new Girls) or another ?hipster city,?
theformer SNL star and his costar Carrie Brownstein picked simply the perfect
place on earth to skewer the largest
range of victims. Each episode unleashes
a volleyof poison-tipped dartsat targets
includingregrettabletattoos, feminist
bookshops, music festivals like SXSW,
bicycling in a big city, and most amusingly,brunch. Portland itselfallows for
scenes includingparks, scavenger hunts,
and the city?s diversity fosters a unique
cast of characters that I think would be

difficult to assemble anywhereelse. For
evidence of my point, search for ?The
Dream of the Nineties? online and marvel at how it seamlessly introducesevery
kind of person and place under the sun
in one hilarious musical number.

3. PULITZER SNUB

The Pulitzer Prize is known for awarding books with instant fame and a serious boost in sales. This year, however,
the Board chose to forgo picking a winner in the fiction
category. Due to an inability to choose a winner among
the three finalists determined by three jurors, the Board
could not award the prize to any of the authors. It will

be the first time in 35 years that this has happened. The
jurors, Susan Larson, Maureen Corrigan, and Michael
Cunningham, had nominated Train Dreams by Denis
Johnson, Swamplandia! by Karen Russell, and The Pale
King by David Foster Wallace.

4. BYNES ON THE LOOSE

5. LADIES IN ?ALLURE?

Amanda Bynes is finally back in the limelight?for a
few driving mishaps. Since her DUI arrest on April
6, along with another small driving incident, she?s
been under tough scrutiny. Nevertheless, she went
out again this past Sunday, and held up traffic, and
not because of her recent weight loss. An eyewitness
at the scene said that by the time the star made it into
the driveway, she seemed out of it, and was ?wobbly.?
She also forgot to pay the valet, who had to chase
her down for payment. If only she could call on the

MileyCyrus did it, LindsayLohan did it, andPETA campaigns
love it?going nudefor classier publications is in. DebraMessing and Maria Menounos will joinforcesand pose completely
nudeforPatrick Demarchelier, famed celebrityphotographer,
in a tastefulblack-and-whitepictorial. The pictures will be

dancing lobsters now.

Likewise, the argument couldbe
made thatthe Hamptons-basedRevenge
might work in a place with old money
like Hollywoodor even Miami, but
there?s somethingabout the way the
showworks in references to New York
culture and politics that makes it all
click. For the uninitiated, Revenge is
narratedby Emily Thorne, a girl who has
changed her namefrom AmandaClarke
following her father?s arrest for his
mistakenly proven hand in a planecrash
and subsequent deathin prison. Thorne
moves to the Hamptons at the start of
the summer to exact a cold and swift revenge on those whowrongfullyincriminated her fatherfor a crime he never
committed.It?s a show whosesoul is the

money that pumps through the Hamptons? most tony towns. Everyone?s in
town because, as any good New Yorker

knows, the city heads out east as soonas
thethermometerrises above90 degrees.
Authors, theater stars, businessmen, and
dames alike all find themselves cavorting

under the same million-dollarbeachside
tents as Thorne takes down enemy after
enemy in a show that, come fall, might
have some trouble with its idyllicsetting.
It may sound elementarybut there?s
simply no way Sherlock, the BBC?s brilliant adaptationof Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle?s timeless detective series, could
possibly be set anywhereother than
England. Apart from the blink-andyou?ll-miss-it accents and Benedict
Cumberbatch?s impeccable acting and
ability to looklike an otter, Sherlock
offers viewers a glimpse into an atypical
London. While some touristy spots like
theBritish Museum are visited, Sherlock
and Dr. Watson visit the back alleys
of the city?s Chinatown, amongother
neighborhoodsthat American viewers
might not otherwise visit. The show
alwaysmanages to integrate the ?mystery of the week? with London scenery.
CBS is bringing a ?modernized? (read:
Americanized) version of the show to
United States soil, but it?s genuinelyhard
to imagine it working even half as well
as theBritish version.
There are countless other examples
I could list, but even just by examining
these three it becomes clear that the
entertainment industry has begun taking a more invested look at how to craft
programs as the sum of its crucial parts.
It?s reassuring to see fully fleshed-out
settings that have backstories almost
as important as the protagonists who

2. J.K.?S NEW NOVEL

Unfortunately, J.K. Rowling?s latest novel willnot be a collection of awesome HP fan fiction pairings (Dramione, anyone?
Maybe some Harry/Snape?)come to life. Instead, it will be a
dark comedy novelfor adultscalledTheCasual Vacancy, to be
released in September.Quick preview:the protagonist?s name
is Barry. Still, she?s careful not to neglect the fan base that got
her to her current level of fame. She?s also working ona Harry
Potter encyclopedia,which will contain a comprehensiveguide
to all things in the Potterverse.

featured in next month?s issue of Allure magazine, and will be
33-year-old Menounos?s first experiencebeing in the buff in
front of a camera. At the ageof 43, Messing willbe wearing

nothing but some jewelry.As the competitionfor who can be
most provocative while maintaining artistry continues, this
shouldbe an interesting entry.

@michaelianblack (michael ian

black, comedian)

?i aman incredible
rapper in my head.?

Attend our Sunday meetings in
McElroy 113 at 4:30 p.m. and try
your hand at writing for the
most fun section of the

@robdelaney(rob

delaney,

comedian)

?if mark wahlberg
reformed the funky

bunch & recorded
a new album right
now it would be more
popular than the
bible food.?
+

@sethmacfarlane (seth macfarlane,

creator,?family guy?)

?wonder what
usefulknowledge
was bumped from my
brain to make space
for the lyrics to ?mac
tonight??

@scullymike(mike

scully, writer,

?the simpsons?)

?next to murder, the
worst thing a human
being can do is wave
their arms slowly
back and forth over
their heads at a
concert.?

inhabit them.
Brennan Carley is the Arts & Review
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

submit your favorite
tweets of the week

for consideration at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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Begin your day with a
hearty brunch at Zaftigs,
a Jewishdelicatessen in
the back of Brookline?s
infamous Coolidge
Corner district. With
an expansive menu that
includes everything from
pickled herring to potato
pancakes, everyone can
find something to enjoy
at Zaftigs. The food is
reasonably priced, generously proportioned,
and allows for the daring
few in the group to try
something they?ll get
nowhere else. Zaftigs
is ideal for a family to
feed hungry tots or for
a group of friends to
recount stories from the
night before. If you?re
going on the weekend,
be wary of long wait
times. We?re not the
only ones in town who
enjoy the Zaftigs experience.

Even if I was givena full
24 hours to do whatever I
wanted in Boston, I?d want
to wakeup late, but the
first place I?d visit wouldbe
CraigieOn Main, arestaurant bursting at the seams
with energyand originality.
Chef TonyMaws was recently
nominatedfor a prestigious
JamesBeard Award, and his
workreflectshis commitment to the culinary arts.
The restaurant?s brunch is a
bit pricey for college studentsbut worthevery single
forkful. With dishes like
Maws? homemadedonuts
(fresh from the fryer and the
best damn pastry you?ll ever
have thefortune to crunch
on), a housesmokedham
and cheddar panino with a
fried egg on top, and a side of
grilledpork belly (the most
mouthwateringlymelt-inyour-mouth bacon you can
imagine),CraigieOn Main
delivers time and timeagain.

I wouldn?t be able to
go into Boston without
partaking in my favorite
activity: shopping.There
are two prime locations
for shopping that offer
entirely different experiences. Althoughthey are
slightly far apart, Newbury
Street and Harvard Ave.
have fantastic places to
stop and shop, whether
you?re actuallybuying
or just window-shopping. On Newbury you
can find the usual stores,
H&M, Victoria?s Secret,
and American Apparel,
but they have one thing
that I can?t live without:
Marc Jacobs, an essential
staple of my wardrobe.
On Harvard Ave, Buffalo
Exchange is an amazing
thrift store that always
has greatdealsand unique
finds and is located
around other secondhand
stores to explore.

on Main

Shopping
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pub
The Beehive
A fantastic restaurant where I had a

fantastic meal is The

BeeHive on Tremont
Street. While there, I
couldn?t decidewhat
was better, the atmosphere or the food,
but all I know is I
probably ate my body
weight in cheese,
personal pizzas, and
various spreads on
bread. The menu is

short but varied and
the prices are reasonable. One of the
special things about
this restaurant in
particular is the live
music my friend
and I danced along
to an entire live jazz
band while eating
our meal.

On an ideal

day in Boston, this
would certainly be

dinner locale of
choice.
my

BON CHON
It shouldn?t come as
shocker that my next
stop would be at another restaurant, but after
all that walking, who
wouldn?t need a snack?
Bon Chon in Allston
is the franchise?s first
a

Boston-area location.
They offer Korean

delicacies like bibimbap
but their true specialty
is their fried chicken,
which comes drenched
in either soy, garlic, or
hot sauces. The most
succulent and crispy
pieces of meat you?ll
eat, Bon Chon?s chicken
come, with a side of
pickled radishes and
a refreshing coleslaw.
They?re the perfect
way to finish a long
day, or a great way to
conclude a long night
of drinking?either way,

hARPOON BREWERY
After departing
from Coolidge Corner,
make your way to the

Harpoon Brewery and
hop on a weekend tour
of the brewing facilities. With an up close
and personal view of
the brewing and bottling process, the tour
guides eagerly describe the intricacies
of the small local company. Grab a cup at

the end of the tour for
a generous taste testing of the product , as
the tour guides serve
guests various brews
from their Harpoon

and UFO selection. If
you?re willing to dig
into your wallet a bit,
the Harpoon staff is
willing to cook up your
own personal lager,

the chicken tastes like

letting you choose
your own spices and

heaven.

flavors.
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KEEPING WITH
THE CURRENT

STAR VALUE BY ALLAN GUZMAN

Fresh from ?SNL,? Gotye conquers the music charts

A new set of
?Girls? lands
on HBO

Belgian-Australiansinger Wouter de Backer, betterknown by his
stage name Gotye, has been an active musician since 2001, but as of
last year his popularity hasrocketed into the pop culture stratosphere.

Gotye?s third studio album, Making Mirrors, and particularly its hit
single, ?Somebody That I Used to Know,? are responsible for his
recent success. He first experienced fame in his native Australia
after the release of his second album, Like Drawing Blood, but since
Making Mirrors, the musician and his music have appeared on
Jimmy Kimmel Live!, Saturday Night Live, and at the Coachella
music festival?all ofwhich occurred this year. Moreover, ?Somebody That I Used to Know? has recently beenfeatured on The Voice
and Glee. It appears that the future is looking very bright for the
Aussie pop singer, and with his recent stint of appearances it won?t be

long before we all find ourselves singing his catchy songs.

DAN SIERING
Coming downfromthe festivitiesof
Marathon Monday and feeling no need to
leavemy couch, I decided to flip on the premium channels on-demandselection, one of
the perks of living at an off-campus location.
After taking in the very tacky yet quite
amusing Piranha 3D and watchingPeter
Dinklage continue his acting onslaught on
Game of Thrones, I decidedto treat myself to
the new andmuch talked-aboutHBO series
Girls, which had its series premiere Sunday.
Judging from the pilot, the new comedicseries more thanlives up to a flurry of glowing
reviews and Hollywoodhype.
Created by the young comedic talent
Lena Dunham, Girlsrevolves aroundthe
muddled lives of four 20-something New
Yorkers and their pursuit of fulfilling careers,
meaningful relationships, and justplain
happiness.Dunham, asidefrom creating
the show, also directs, writes, and stars as
the leadinglady, Hannah Horvath. Hannah is an aspiring writer stuck in a dreary
unpaidinternship, who, despite her apparent
intellectualabilities, still has trouble getting
a firm grip on herambitions. Among Hannah?s inner circle is gorgeous and outspoken
best friend Marnie, the flighty flowerchild
Jessa, andthe ditsy and stereotypicallygirly
Shoshanna.
Despite the series title, Girls does anything and everything to separate itselffrom
the traditionalgirlishnotions establishedby
previous female groupcomedies.The series?
opening scene, in which Hannah learns that
her parents are officiallycutting heroff from
theirbank accounts, firmly establishes that

PhoTos courTesy of eleven records

FASHION FORWARD

High heels help any girl dress to impress
The key to a confidence boosting item undeniably starts with the feet
sheer height is the appeal. The higher the heel, thetaller I
am, and the more powerful I feel. Irelish in defying gravity
while walking around during the day.But for some, it is all
about the detail. The greatest inspirationcan be found in
the ?Super High Heels? section of ChristianLouboutin?s
website.A few minutes of perusing, and a glimpse at those
infamousred soles, and you will surelybe in high heel

heaven.
Next stop in our heel high highlightstour wouldbe
over to Jimmy Choo. Choo?s creations mix height and
whimsy and inspirewhole outfits, and definitely some

THERESE TULLY

Maybe you are havinga bad day.Maybe you didn?t get
any of the classes you wanted for next semester. Maybe
none of the employers you have contacted about jobs or
internships have gotten back to you. Maybe your future
seems like a wideabyss, and this is no longer exciting
and exhilarating,but just scary.Or maybe you justasked
for your Mediterranean Hummus sandwichwithoutred
peppers and they put them on anyway. No matter what
curveballs life is throwingyou this week, we couldall use a
pick-me-up.
If you couldn?t tell, I haven?t gotten an internship yet,
or maybe at all for that matter, and the whole world seems
to be laughing in my face. And each day I have struggled
to make some peace with this situation. EverydayI stare
into my closet, looking at the silkblouses that linger, the
unworn pencil skirts, the perfect heels, and dreamup the
dazzling combinationsthat couldbe. I dreamof putting on
these ensemblesand hitting the city to work at a magazine
or publishing company. And every dayrealitybites into my
daydreams, and tellsme that I am only heading to class.
But revenge is a powerful thing. Ibelieve the expression
goes,?Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned.? So beware.
Whether it be a coveted internship, or a guy who missed
out on you big time, dressfor success, or revenge at least.
Thekey to revenge dressing is to turn heads. Showthe
world that they can?t bring you down.This hasfamously
culminated in the high heel. So here is an ode to my favorite thing in my closet: thekillerheel. Some pairs look tame,
but will eat away at your feet. Otherslook monstrous, but
you can dancein themall night no matter the strain of
heel, all are equally effective in lifting my spirits. All times
of day and night are appropriatefor heels. Idon?t care if it?s
six o?clock in the morning on a Wednesday, or 9 p.m. on a
Fridaynight?there is nevera wrong time to sport the only
footwear thatoffers an instant moodlift.
The art of walking in heels is one that every woman,
no matter whereshe is in herwalk of life, should master.
Whetherthis skill comes to you naturally, and you were
born walkingon your toes, ready to justslip into those
heels,as I was, or you need to secretly practice walking
around your dorm room in heels every night, it does not

attention. Think big, bold, and bright. Though between
Louboutin and Choo I am doing some serious dreaming, it is not difficult to find affordable heels. Even a plain,
black pump will dofor our purposes, as long as it changes
the wayyou feel. This is an ode to heels, no matter how
high, short, sparkly, or expensive.It?s about the feeling. Just
slipping them on takes your day up a notch and can bring
your spirits up alongwith your height.
So if that doublescoop of purple cow from the
Chocolate Bar just isn?t makingyou feel any better, grab

the series will take very little from the previous Cosmo-sipping HBO quad-girlcomedy.
To make this more apparent, Dunham slips
an ironic reference to Sex andthe City early
in the pilot in which Shosanna attempts to

some heels?they definitely won?t pack the caloriepunch.
And maybe someone will see your confident strut and
think, ?Hey! I should hire that girl for an internship, a paid
one for that matter. She just looks so darn confident and
sure of herself. That?s thekind of girl I want workingfor
me!? Hey, I can dreamcan?t I? So scorn away, I can take it

describeher cousin Jessa?s appearance in
City character terms.
Instead, Dunham elects to cleverly
meditate on therealistic and increasingly
intricate obstacles that peopleface during a

today.In the words of MarilynMonroe, ?I don?t knowwho
invented high heels, but all women owe him a lot.?
Therese Tully is an editor for The Heights. She
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

stage that,in her own words, lies somewhere

betweenthe catty prom trifles of Gossip
Girl and the dauntingmarital struggles of
Sex andthe City. But what makes Girls truly
special is Dunham?s ability to connect with
both sexes. The problems that Hannahand
companyface are by no means purely feminine, yet are specific enough to feel unique

can

to a generation.

The characters themselves all feel authentic and relatable. Marnie is an ambitious
PR workerwho quicklybegins to stand out
as the motherof the clique. In the pilot,
Marnie finds herself involved in an unfulfilling romance with a guy who shefinds to be
devastatinglykind (?His touch now feels like

?

matter. Take the time to cultivate this skill, because noth-

ing kills a good,powerful, ?I don?t care? strut like falling flat
on your face.
Invest in a pair thatmakes you feel wonderful.And if
the heelsof your dreamsleave your feet crying after a few
seconds of wear, don?t feel like it is cheating to purchase
some Dr. Scholl?s to help with the comfortlevel. For me,

a weirduncle,? sheexplains).She?s the type
of person we all know, the Jerry Seinfeld
of the friend groupwho can never seem to
overcome the minute flawsof their romantic

partner. Dunham establishes the intimacy

PhoTos courTesy of google imAges

Top: While walking in heels seems like too much of a struggle for
some, it is a skill that all women will master at some point in life.
They scream professionalism and confidence at job interviewsand
in the workplace.
Bottom (left): Heelsdraw attentionto legs and dress up any outfit.
Bottom (right): Jimmy Choo heels are the apexof shoe wear. While
the prices are ridiculously expensive for most, the art of his heel
design does not gounnoticed to avid fashionenthusiasts.

LIKE THAT? TRY THIS!

of Hannah and Marie?s relationship with a
great tracking shot in which she runs the
camera up the bodiesof an intimate couple
in bed, only for us to discoverthat the couple
is in fact the two friends. The aim of this
shot, describedby Dunham in a production
interview, was to establish the series as not a
frilly romantic meditationbut as a comedy
that finds its roots in friendship.
The other ladies are just asrelatable to
the standardfriend group as Marnie. Jessa
is the spontaneous wildchild that the entire
group constantlyhas to keep a keen eye
on so as to avoid the consequences of her
unruly actions. Shoshanna is the unlikeable
one of the

group,the ?friend? who somehow
wiggled her way into the clique years ago
and no one seems to respect.
Aside from the characters, the dialogue
and situations thought up by Dunham
smack of modernityand freshness. When
Hannah tries to grasp why her friend with
benefitshasn?t respondedto her texts,
Marnie explains thatshe needs to rise up
the ?totem of communication.? ?Facebook is
the lowest,followed by GChat, then texting,
then e-mail, thenphone. Face-to-faceis of
course ideal, but it?s not of this time.?

BY JOE ALLEN
With Netflix, DVDs, and a hundred other ways to watchtelevision episodes, the fan base
for the short-lived comedy series Arrested Development has kept growing. While every one
shouts onlinefor a new season of the show, plus a movie, few think about how the show
could have been saved during its viewer-lessinitial run from 2004 to 2006. Quite simply,
the Bluth family could have been saved if America had watched it during its primetime
debut.
Today, there exists similarly brilliant comediesthat struggle for viewers and whosefates remain on the bubble each season. Watch one of the
following series as they air to discover great comedies while helping to save

After just the pilot, it?s easy to see
the comedic potential that Judd Apatow,
the executive producer of the series, saw
in Dunham?s work.After viewing her
debut film Tiny Furniture at the South by
Southwestfestival two years ago, the film
comedy guru teamed up with Dunham and
brought the show to HBO. In a television
environment wheremost channelslean on
shock-and-awerealityfor ratings, it?s nice to
see that the premium channel is still taking
chances on shows with artistic potential.

a show! Like The Office? Try Parks and Recreation! While the latter may
seem like a knock-off of the former, Amy Poehler and co. have transformed
Parks into a hilarious take on small-town government that has maintained
its quality through season four. Looking for something a bit more innovative?
Check out Community, an innovative comedy that uses its premise of a group of
students struggling to becomebetter people at a community college as a launch
pad for genre-bendingepisodes that range from a zombie-infestedHalloween to a
Glee-mockingmusical. Both comedies air on Thursday nights on NBC.

go gle

As of now, it?s hardfor me to not see Girls
becoming HBO?s next big hit.

of

courTesy
PhoT s

Dan Siering is the Asst. Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Relaxed, harmonious 'Love' solidifies Mraz as ballad pro

CHART TOPPERS

BY ARIANA IGNERI

1 Somebody That I
Used To Know

let yourself sing.? Experimenting with
bongos, brassy horns, and a sassy
gospel chorus, the track is a lilting,
Almost five years since his 2008 reggae-flavorednumber that is actureleaseof We Sing. We Dance. We Steal ally quitereminiscent of somethingoff
Things, JasonMrazis finallyback with a Jack Johnson album.He digsfurther
his gentle,crooning voice, his mellow, into the jazz genre with ?5/6,? the
most evidentlyoriginalsong included
easygoing guitar vibes, andhis pleasant, cheerful lyrics. On Love is a Four on the track listing. Groovy and
Letter Word, Mrazearnestly exerts the lounge-like, ?5/6? is sexy and suave,
organic, acoustic pop thathe is adored as Mraz sensually urges listeners to
for, while at the same time convinc?just let go.?
ingly layeringhis style with fresh jazz
Though less obvious, other tracks
on therecordhavesubtle jazzyunderand reggae rhythms.
The album, in full, is a tribute to tones as well.?Who?s ThinkingAbout
theuniversal concept oflove. Over the You Now,? for example, has a smooth
course of 12 tracks, Mraz sings about
instrumental interlude. Despite its
positivity, acceptance, determination, commanding chorus, however, the
harmony, and honesty, all the while song is slow and mellowand similar
pairing his simple yet sincere words to its successor, ?In Your Hands.?

Heights Staff

with texturedand vibrant singer-songwriter instrumentation. According to
the 33-year-oldSan Diego-basedmusician, the inspiration for therecord
came from its geometric cover art. He
explains howhe saw love in thosefour

basic shapes only because he chose
to, and so he set out ?to create music
that is of a similar consciousness to
?

define love and create a love album.?
A seeminglyperpetual optimist, Mraz
further describeshow he ?feel[s] the
world constantly changing.? He reasons, ?Why not create art and change

things for the good??
Opening Love is a Four Letter

Word is ?The Freedom Song,? which
consummately presents Mraz?s sanguine idea for therecord in lines such
as, ?If you can feel the joy / You should

Gotye

2 We Are Young

fun.
3 What Makes You
Beautiful
One Direction
4 Boyfriend

Justin Bieber

5 Call Me Maybe
Carly Rae Jepsen
6 Starships
Nicki Minaj
7 Wild Ones
David Guetta
8 Glad You Came
The Wanted
9 Mercy

G.0.0.D. Music
10 Somebody That I

The similarities make the two rather

indistinct.
Noteworthy and clearly striking
melodies can be found in the songs
?Frank D. Fixer? and ?Be Honest.?
The former, with its bright, looping
guitar rift and boisterous harmonica
solo, is an admirable and genuine
song in honor of Mraz?s grandfather.
The latter features the delicate vocal
talents of Inara George?it?s soft and
sweet, with Mraz tenderly pleading

for truth over the unique sounds of a
vibraphone.
With adeptness and skill, Mrazis

able to construct irresistible ballads,
several ofwhich are included on Love
is a Four Letter Word. Appropriately,
the countrified ballad ?I Won?t Give
Up? is the album?s first single?as it

SingleS

Used To Know

courTesy

of ATlAnTic

Jason Mraz?s new albumperfectly combines his talent for pop lyricism with his rhythmic, light guitar rifts.
builds slowly into a power-drivenchothe Moment? begins with carefree
rus, Mraz?s rich voice, accompanied whistling, a basic guitar strum, and
by a Southernchoir at the conclusion, a light drumbeatrefreshingly sliding
proclaims his enduring determination up and down. ?Everything is Sound?
in love. ?93 Million Miles? is similarly follows the same flawless pattern: a
lovely.A light,graceful blendoffinger- whimsical, sparkling melody and an
picking and strumming complements undeniablycharming ?la la la? chorus
Mraz as his silky vocals soar on this that compels listeners to sing along.
all-American ballad about coming Aside from their catchy harmonies
back home.
and refrains, both tracks are also apThe most appealingsongs on the pealing because of their lighthearted
record, though, are the ones that are and blithe lyrics. In contrast, on ?The
perfect for singing on a sunny beach Women ILove,? Mraz utilizesa happy,
or in the car with yourwindowdown. engaging melody as the backdrop for
An ?easy ?n? breezy? tune, ?Living in more serious lyrics. Inspired by his

Cast of Glee
Top

AlbumS

recent breakup, the song is, neverthe-

less, aboutpositivity, and the discord
betweenthe instrumentation and the
wordsactually works well.
Portraying Mraz?s upbeat point
of view, ?The World as I See It?
closes Love is a Four Letter Word.
?The world as I see it,? he sings, ?is
a remarkable place.? Ultimately,
then, whether you love this record,
with its happy-go-lucky platitudes
and airy melodies, will depend on
whether you choose to adaptMraz?s
hopeful, optimistic perspective of
the world. n

1 Tuskegee
Lionel Richie
2 21
Adele
3 Roman Reloaded
Nicki Minaj
4 New Life
Monica
5 Up All Night
One Direction
Source:Billboard.com

Trees album has brief shining moments amidst mediocrity
BY CHARLOTTE PARISH
Heights Editor

their original fan base and still
evolvingmusicallyin new albums.
The Utah quartet that comprises
Neon Trees (Chris Allen, Elaine
Bradley, Tyler Glenn, and Branden
Campbell) came backfor a second

their first album to avoid comswing after the considerablesuccess of Habits with their second
parison, but somehow incapable
studio album, Picture Show. Unof replicating its success. Plenty
Artists constantly have to
fortunately, the group waffled offans wouldbe perfectly content
strike a bargain betweenretaining
in delivery, unable to stretch far with a similarsound to Habits, but
enough of the sound that inspired
enough away from the style of rather, their new album is actually
a shadow of their previous work.
If they maintained the rock-pop
of ?Everybody Talks? throughout,
Picture Show wouldbe a safe, but
pleasant album.
This effect is rather puzzling, as
what makes Picture Show so lackluster is that the band fails to live
up to itself. Theyaren?t defeatedby
a lackof talent or an industry that
doesn?t appreciate their style. The
problem is that the point of this
albumhas alreadybeen made and
done better on Habits.
On ?Weekend,? for example,
the intro and choruses have the
same borderline grunge vocals
with a fast baseline that made
?Animal? so popular. But when a
saxophone comes in on the end,
and Glenn abandons lyrics for
simple vocalizationthe track loses
its conceit. Toward the end of the
album, theband feels tired, pulling
out overusedand fillerphrases on
courTesy of islAnd
?Still Young,? turning it into a perWhile at first ?Habits? may notbe as impressiveas expected or hoped, with a more intense, careful listen, the album delivers. fectly sub-par songabout another

guywho wants the girl becausehe
eyed and hopeless? and
just can?t get over her.
More egregious than these
mediocre tracks is ?Hooray for
Hollywood.? There are certain
subjects that artists should consider and then say ?too soon.?
Ironicallynaming a song ?Hooray
for Hollywood? and then speaksinging the names of some of the
industry?s finest who had tragic
deaths, such as Whitney Houston,
Amy Whinehouse, and Michael
Jackson, is just crude for a band
like Neon Trees that, frankly, has
not made significant enough contributions to the music industry
to take that kind of meta-critical
stance. Plus, the strains of ?la la la?
that serve as the chorus hooks are
rather annoying.
There are redeeming moments scattered throughout
the album, however,enough to
give hope that this is a transient
sophomore slump (maybe the
band felt too much pressure to
perform after their initial success, and there?s nothing like
being ignored or critiqued to get
creative ideas going).
Expanding their electronic
is ?wide

sound, ?Trust? is a six-minute
feat that is full of soothingsynth,
which is an odd phenomenonto
start, and a solid baseline that
overrides any triteness of the lyrical matter. The first single off the
album, ?Everybody Talks,? is also
a summer hit waiting to happen
with a bouncy beat and roughvoiced lead vocals. It?s a pop
seduction, plain and simple, but
it works perfectly (perhaps simplicity is what Neon Trees should
have striven for throughout, taking away the clunky gimmicks like
?Hooray?) without the saccharine
aftertasteof irrelevantlyinserted
rap chorus that most pop groups
are favoring this spring. Bradley
also expanded her role in the
band, singing lead with Glenn on
?Mad Love? and addinga layerof
depth to the band, showing that
they?re flexible and multi-talented if still making a few novice
mistakes.
As a whole, the album improves itself upon multiple
listens: the question is whether
fans are stalwart enough to
put the album on repeat when
the initial response is rather
poor. n

Tupac is nothing more than a spectacle with new, eerie technology
MATT MAZZARI
As far as attendingmusic festivals goes,I?m no expert. I shower
with near-impeccableregularity,
and the closestI?ve come to dropping ecstasy was an accidental
Nyquil overdose.Needless to say,
repeatedlywatching Woodstock
documentaries isn?t quite the
same as squelching your way
through Coachella2012.But this
year, the infamous concert-fest
is spilling over into the world
of employable people, namely
through the latest advancement
of a hologramprogram used this
Friday to ?revive? the late rapper
Tupac Shakur. The macabreshow
was such a spectacular hit with
the concertgoers that producers are threatening to send the
hologram on tour. That?s right,
folks: a computerized light prism
could potentiallybecome one of
the hottest live performances of
this year.
This is a lot to process. Let?s
review.
It seems fairly obvious how
this sort of phenomenon came
about, considering that the audio
portion of this year?s Super Bowl

Halftime Show was delivered by
some guy on a Mac. Live performances without performing
have been a staple of modern
entertainment for over a decade,
so it was only a matter of time
until they removed the ?live?
part. But now thatit?s here in the
non-flesh, what exactly are we
dealing with?
The first issue with marketing
the image of an artist who died in
his prime is what appears to be
a convenient disregard of tragic
happenstance. Tupac?s death really isn?t an instance to be taken
lightly. In a classic exampleof the
unsettling connection between
rap artists and underground gang
activity, Tupac led a violent life
and died in a drive-by shooting.
In the specific case of Tupac?s
largelybiographicwork, shouldn?t
the context of the artist?s life and
death be considered in posthumous commercializing? In other
words, Tupac is dead, so naturally
his proliferation should officially
cease. The brevity and sadness
of Tupac?s life is a crucial part
of the reputation of his career
and shouldn?t be distorted or
circumnavigated for people?s
amusement.

Clearly, there?s a considerable integrity. Essentially, hologram creative force of past icons, the The Doors or The Who as full
issue of tastefulness in play. If Tupac is a cover artist being modern music industry encourbands again? You?re damn right
producers are ableto profit from a sold under a different, pricier ages simple, directimitation.Art I would. But as much as we can
re-animated Tupac, who says they guise.It?s an Elvis impersonator?s should be inspiredby thepast to cherish the extraordinary stanwouldn?t from a hologram Midream-come-true:a tribute that bring new styles and ideas to the dards iconic musicians set, we
table, not to formulaicallyreduce must acknowledge that, while
chael Jackson, or a robotKurt Comaintains exactitude. Howbain? That sentence was literally ever, song-covering needs no the old ones until James Brown legacy is eternal, the show stops
uncomfortable to type. Despite reinvention. In fact, the current can be packaged as space-food. once the performer is six-feetall the noblest intentionsof maksituation reflects quite the opunder. Anything else and you?re
Just add soul.
Would I like to see the Beatles, just being conned. n
ing ungodly amounts of moolah, posite. Rather than revive the
isn?t resurrecting performers just
to sing and dance for you a bit
disrespectful? It?s just like that
horrible commercial where they
photo-shopped the leering face
of Orville Redenbacher onto a
bouncing animation so he could
tell you about his popcorn: apparently, low-fat kettle-corn can
be a fun family snack, if only you
could pry it from Orville?s cold,
rotting fingers. The thought of a
CGI MammaCass isn?t any more
pleasant. Isn?t it better just to appreciate what these people were
capable of in the brief time allotted to them thanto demand more
from their disembodiedpersonas
now that they?re gone?
Yet the chief concern here
isn?t just having respect for the
deceased or avoidingghastly daycourTesy of coAchellA
terrors. Releasing a tour without
a living headliner simply lacks Tupac rose from the dead in his Coachella holographic appearancelast Sunday night,leaving audiences in awe.

RADIO SINGLES BY ALLAN GUZMAN
Linkin park
?Burn It down?

Nelly Furtado
?Big hoops?
?Big Hoops? is a melting pot of big beats,
electronic loops, and high-pitched vocals. The
song has a sultry vibe, and it?s clear that Nelly
Furtado is suggesting a few things by singing,
?The bigger the better.? The song ultimately
feels overproduced, relying heavily on a variety
of sounds and effects to give it vibrancy. The
lyrics lack depth, andFurtado?s vocals sound
very artificial.

Soundgarden
?Live To Rise?
Linkin park?s days asan alternative metal band
are long gone.This is a very different band
than the one thatbecame hugely famous with
songs like ?in theend? and ?Numb.? in ?Burn
itDown,? it seems that the band decided to
leave the instruments in their cases and opted
for apurely electronic sound. What you end up
getting is a track that sounds like a punchier
version of MGMT?s ?Time to pretend.?

?Live to Rise? is grungelegend Soundgarden?s
first new track in 15 years, and it sounds like
the band neverwent anywhere. Written specially
for thesoundtrack of The Avengers, the song
leans towards Soundgarden?s mellower side,
but the track picks up strength after the bridge.
?Live to Rise? feels appropriatelyarranged for
a superhero movie, which only builds up every
comic book fan?s anticipation for The Avengers.
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92% OF WOMEN CARRY
LIP PROTECTION.

See the world differently

HIV PROTECTION.

10% OF WOMEN CARRY

amfAß.org
American Foundationfor AIDS Research

Framingham (508) 270-4500
Natick (508) 653-2224
Newton (617) 244-3100
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STUDENT
SPECIALS !
Includes storage from
April through September!

STUFF to store?

have

The Entire Summer

From $259!
Prices and features vary by location, call for details.

6:27pm: Swimming in Greece

Climate Control from $299
Security Cameras
Individual DoorAlarms
Access 7 Days a Week

A

Framingham Climate Control Available
Natick Drive-Up Units Available
-

Online Account Management

-

Contiki.com/puzzle
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Solve the puzzle and save up to $3OO
on your trip! Ready. Set. Goto Europe.

Jiritiki
VACATIONSfor

18-35's

Newton -100% Climate Control

Some restrictions apply. Amenities vary by location.

LIKE us! Facebook.com/E2StoragelVlassachusetts
Visit our website at:

Or our mobile site by scanning:

Students.EZStoraqeNow.com
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Semester by the Sea
at Stony Brook Southampton
Two unique undergraduate residential programs for Fall 2012
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Immerse yourself in marine studies as you explore Long
Island's bays, estuaries, salt marshes, beaches and open ocean
in this full-semester program at one of the nation's premier
oceanographic institutes.
Offered by Stony Brook's School of Marine and Atmospheric
Sciences, it ranks sixth among U.S. graduate programs in marine
and atmospheric sciences by the National Research Council.
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
You will work side by side with Stony Brook University's worldrenowned faculty on our research vessels and in our waterfront lab
facilities, and you can earn up to 15 credits.

THE ARTS

.

muse this fall in our "study abroad" college arts
program right in the heart of the Hamptons. Got a great idea for
Free your

a play? Itching to make a movie?
In 10 weeks you will write, stage and perform a play or write,
shoot and edit a film
all while earning 15 college credits. You

will work closely with top-notch creative writing, theater and film
faculty of Southampton Arts.
GREAT GEAR, GREAT CAMPUS
Filmmakers, you will be trained with state-of-the-art equipment.
Playwrights, you will stage your work in the 400-seat Avram
Theater. Throughout your 10 weeks you will work in small groups,
with plenty of personal attention.

WALK TO THE ATLANTIC OCEAN
Take advantage of the unique campus location on the shores of
Shinnecock Bay for direct access to the Atlantic Ocean and nearby
marine and coastal habitats.

GREAT LOCATION

Program runs August 27 to December 14

Program runs September 11 to November 18

The cultural legacy of the Hamptons is rich with noted playwrights
and filmmakers, from Tennessee Williams to Steven Spielberg.

Registration begins April 9, 2012
To register or for more information visit wivw.stonybrook.edu/sea
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PATHWAY THROUGH BOSTON
BY JAE SHIN

A marathon day
of entertainment,

Miles 20 to 26.2
Well the Boston Marathon will actually
be over by the time everyone is reading this
article, but it would still be fun to explorethe
last legs of theroute. So why not? Let?s jump
in and see whattherunners passedby on their
way to the finish. There?s food involved?l
promise.

Let?s start at Mile 20,because most Boston

College students aren?t inclined to go all the
way down to Hopkinton,wheretherace starts.
Luckily, there?s plenty to doin the quaint town
of Newton.
Start the night before the race by relaxing
at La Residencia Spa. It?s a mere three miles
from the town center and has been rated ?a
luxury spa experience? by tripadvisor.com.
Get a goodnight?s sleep, thenbrunch atnearby
Panera and leave for the Hammond Pond
Reservation. Or, if feeling adventurous, visit
the CharlesRiver Canoe andKayak, whereone
can scream and shout in excitement. Whew!

Talk about an adventure.
After finishing with the morning?s

ac-

tivities, meander down a mile to where
Comm. Ave. and College Road intersect
to proclaim, ?I have walked to the top of

HeartbreakHill!? It?ll be fun and slightly
amusing to tellfriends back homeabout
this experience. That should only take
about an hour at the most, and by this
time, you?ll probably be thinking about
food. Neverfear, ?Pathway ThroughBoston? is here!
Walk downabout two miles to Coolidge
Mile23?and

a plethora of

food options

After becoming comfortably full, go
down to John F. Kennedy National Historic Site a fewblocks downto learnmore
abouthis and his family?s life. It?s a pleasant
place to spendan afternoon, but be sure

GooGle ImAGes

for delightful fun. They have sweet and
creamy gelato, sub sandwiches, as wellas

awaits. Eager for a quick appetizer? Paris
Creperie has light fair to start off your
night. PreferAsian cuisine? FuGaKyu and
Dok Bua Thai Kitchen both have rave reviews for Japaneseand Thai food. They?re

are great eateries.

CourTesy of

around Copley for a glimpseinto Boston
nightlife. Eat a fancy dinnerin the North
End. Go to Faneuil Hallwhere theworldrenowned Quincy Market is located

Corner?Brookline on theT stop or about

easy to orderfrombecause FuGaKyu has
a huge menu and goodservice that?ll make
anyeating experienceenjoyable,and Thai
Kitchen displays pictures on their menus
to highlight great dishes. If you?re not
in the mood for Asian cuisine, there is
always Dorodos Tacos and Cernitas, as
well as Zaftigs Delicatessen?all of which

To cool off outdoorsmen, the Charles River Canoe and Kayak provides water-boundadventures.

thesites where manyhave crossed the finish line, conquering a staggering 26.2miles
on foot. Be sure to glance at the Citgo
sign in Kenmore Square, because that?s
the historic one-mile-to-go sign. Then
visit the historic Boston Public Library

to call ahead to reserve a tour.
You?re almost at the finish! One (or
two) more miles to go! Walk down to the

Copleyarea whereit?s possible to stand at

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports
4/2/12 4/14/12

CourTesy of

GooGle ImAGes

The iconic Citgosign is a relief for marathoners as it marks thefinal mile of the race.
andBack Bay area, where the majority of
Boston?s famousoutdoor sites are, such as
Back Bay, Faneuil Hall, Chinatown, and
Fort Point. This area isthe perfect starting
point for a walking tour of Boston. Stroll
downBeacon Hill, one of the most historic
neighborhoods in Boston, and browse
the quaint little shops it has to offer. Walk

incrediblydecadentmacaroni and cheese,
madein frontof you. After walking six to
10miles, there?s room for indulgence.
Regardless of how one decides to
walk and experience the last few miles
of the Boston Marathon route, it will be
a day full of unforgettable and historic
memories. n

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Summa shines in North End crowd

Break and entry in Brighton apartment
At about 6:00 p.m., on Monday, April 2, an officer responded to a radio call for a breaking
and entering at 31 Saint Luke?s Rd. Upon arrival, the officer spoke with the victim, who
stated that when he returned from work at about 5:30 p.m., the front door to his apartment had beenkicked in. The victim stated that the following items had been stolen?an
Apple iPad 2, a Wenger watch, and about $lOOO cash that he made bartending over the
weekend. Neighbors stated thatthere has been a homeless male sleeping in the vestibule
of the building in the morning. No suspect has been identified.

Forceful cell phone robbery in Brighton
About 2:54 a.m. on Saturday, April 14, officersreceived a radio call about a fight at the
intersection of Comm.Ave and Harvard Ave. in Allston. Upon arrival,the officers located
a victim at the intersection of Linden St. and Comm.Ave. He stated that he was standing
in front of McDonald?s when a male approximately 18 years old asked to use his cell phone
to call his mother.After the victim gave his phone, the suspect ran away. The victim tried
to apprehend him, but a friend of the suspect punched the victim in theface, causing him
to bleed excessively. The victim?s friend chased the suspect andrecovered the phone, but

was also struck in the face while fighting for the phone back. The suspects fled toward
Brighton Ave. The phone?s owner was transported to St. Elizabeth?s Hospital.

assault and battery at urban Renewal jewelry store
On Thursday, April 12 at around 3:42 p.m., officers responded to a radio call for an
assault and battery in progress at 109 Brighton Ave., Allston. As the officers approached the vicinity of the caller?s location, they were immediately notified that the
victim did have a license to carry a firearm, and that the victim did have a firearm in
his possession. The officers were flagged down by the victim, who was standing inbound on Brighton Ave. He immediately produced an active LTC Class A weapon. The
victim, who appeared very anxious and excited, stated that he had just been physically assaulted at the Urban Renewal store located at 122 Brighton Ave. He told the
officers that he purchased an item of jewelry, when the suspect became very agitated
and irate. He then stated that the suspect picked him up and slammed him to the
concrete ground. The victim lost his call phone during the violent physical confrontation. The suspect attempted to step on the victim?s cell phone, but the victim was
able to retrieve it. He currently reports that the cell phone is no longer functional.
He declinedmedical attention.
-

Courtesy

of the Boston Police Department, District 14
Gatheredby Marc Francis, Asst. Metro Editor

HOUSE AD

CourTesy

BY CHARLOTTE PARISH
Metro Editor
Purportedly, humans cannot effectively
make decisions when given more than three
options, which makes the North End a cacophony of bewilderingculinary options. With
so many restaurants in one area, competitively
priced and almostuniformly delicious, how do
you choose? There?s the regular that has been
a staple for years, or the friend recommendation, or the newly opened. But being reckless
patrons, we tried something completely radical and chose La Summa completelyoff of its
online reviews (a risky venture, since the most
frequent reviewers are the ones strongly biased, with starry eyes or hateful opinions).
Just off the busiest part of Hanover Street,
La Summa is tucked away on Trent Street
(with first right after Mike?s Pastry) but lacks
none of the authenticity of the main strip
Italian restaurants. The decor harks back to
its Mediterranean origins with yellow-orange walls and beautiful sconces, creating
a dim lighting that is relaxing after fighting
your way through Hanover to get there.The
finery of the place settings and the professionalism of the waiters foster the environment

of

a

of GooGle

adaptation). But more importantly,they were
uniquely concocted. With so much competition, North End restaurants need a signature taste that fosters repeat patrons. The
eggplant of the pappardelle e melanzane was
so lightly breaded and carefully fried that it
never overwhelmedthe pasta, both coated
in a savory red sauce that had the slightest
spicy kick. Equally flavorful and very unique
in its use of ingredients, the spinach gnocchi plate (a special that sadly is not always
available for mass consumption) was a rare
bread gnocchi that is lighter than its purist,
Location: 30 Fleet Street, Boston
cuisine: Italian
signature Dish: Pappardelle
atmosphere: 9 /
price:

e Melanzane

10

sss

overaLL experience: A

much higher-tier restaurant than

prices suggest.
Beginning with the least expensiveitem
on the menu, their bruschetta was one of the
most delicious iterations of the classic Italian
fare. La Summa chefs managed to keep the
tomatoes almost entirely soft despite going in the oven with the lightly toasted and
flavorful bread. Sometimes such a dish can
be overlycrunchy or doughy, masking the

really flavorful interaction of the cheese and
the tomato (since honestly, the bread is just
a vehicle for that deliciousness), but this dish
was worth getting more than one serving per
person. A nice touch on the wait staff?s part
was offering to order one slice per person
in our party and charge accordingly, even
though that wasn?t a number exactly divisible

by their standard four-piece serving.
But the real test of any Italian venture is
the pasta, and La Summa succeeded in all
iterations. From flat pappardelle to stuffed
ravioli to stringy linguine, all of La Summa?s
main courses were artfully prepared and
presented in a timely fashion (none of that
Mediterranean lingering in theirAmerican

potato-basedrelative.

The most difficult part of a meal is
sectioning off part of your stomachfor the
dessert course, since it is a turning point
between being perfectly satiatedand being
so full that the food loses some of its appeal.
La Summa anticipates that many patrons will
be closer to the latterend of the spectrum.
The tiramisu was a bit too saccharine after
the savory goodness of the main course, the
ladyfingers nearly dripping with Kahlua.
But, one of their less traditionaldeserts?the
creme caramel?was absolutely spot-on. The
caramel flavor was subtle, and the texture
of the custard made it a dish for leisurely,
thoughtful enjoyment.
As with many North End establishments,
La Summa picked up quite a bit of business
and became quite crowded by 6 p.m. Luckily, the restaurant does not pack its tables
in closely nor hurry patrons through the
meal, but a reservation would be a very good
choice for any weekend night. n
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PETA petitions for
fake snakes on MBTA

SUBWAY SERIES

Enduring
the long
haul home

BY JAE SHIN
For The Heights
The lingering question of the day
is, ?To snake or not to snake?? How
would patrons of Boston feel about

CourTesy

of GooGle ImAGes

Mitchell Chester, Massachusets Commissioner of Education, is among the proponents of the marriagechanges.
MARC FRANCIS
About 220 miles separate Boston
and New York City. I dread coming back home to New Yorkfor the
holidays primarily because of my
awful transportationexperiences.
Long-haul public transportation
has become my leastfavorite part of
being a college student living away
from home. If I am not in the mood
to splurge over $lOO on a round-trip
Amtrak ticket, I am forced to take

Support for NOM contentious
NOM, from 810

protest marriage equality. NOM sums up the goal of
the project as ?to make opposition to gay marriage
an identity marker, a badge of youth rebellion to con-

vote on marriage restrictions.

candidates at the time, Newt Gingrich,
Romney, Rick Santorum, Michelle Bachman,
and RickPerry, signed the pledgein August2011. Ron
Paul stood alone as the only candidate who refused to
sign the pledge, repeating his stance against banning
GOP

Mitt

marriage.

a

bus home. My first experience
with one of these buses was during
Thanksgiving break. I had paid for a
Mega Bus ticket, but upon arriving at
the station, I was instead greetedby a
?Go Go? bus.
The bus was not equipped with

Freedomto Marry, an organization thatadvocates
for same-sex marriage, has joinedAMERICAbIog in
asking the five signers to renounce their support for
NOM. The leaked memos detail the organization?s
?National Strategyfor Winning the Marriage Battle,?
which includes increasing donations to politicians
working to block same-sex marriage, buildinga larger

any of the amenities promised, including electricity. The entire sevenhour, traffic-filled, rainy drive home
consisted of pitch-black darkness, a
less-than-content elderly woman sitting to my left, and no Wi-Fi. As the
rain continued to pour down, I began
to notice drops of water striking me
on the head from a crack in the window. After spending the entire ride
sticking pieces of chewed gum on the
window crack, I vowed never to ride
on a Mega Bus again.
I recently read a Slate magazine

donor and activist base in order to hold rallies and
reach out to more community members, and preventing government officials from letting state citizens vote
to allow marriage equality.

article that explored all the advantages and disadvantages of the most
popular bus services. According to
the article, the Fung Wah bus is a
worthwhile bargain. This immediately caught my attention, given the
reputation of the service as a one-

My most recent experiencewith
long-distance buses was a tad better
than my incredibly testing ride on the
Go Go bus. For a slightly higher ticket
fee, my friend and I boarded a New

York-bound Greyhoundbus at South
Station, Boston. Upon finding two
seats, a woman approachedme and
began to yell at me for sitting in ?her
seat.? Apparently, there are actually
some people who take the number on

their bus tickets seriously. Despite my
trying to explain to her that no one
actually sits down in the seat corresponding to the number, she refused
to back down. So, I was forced to

odor of its bathroom, the entire trip

becomes utterly miserable.
On that same Greyhoundbus
trip, I learnedof the importance of
not bringing too much baggage onto
the bus. Most of my belongings were
stored under the bus. After arriving to our New York destination, the
driver unloaded all of the bags onto
the street. Because I was the last person out of the bus, I assumed that my
luggage wouldbe waiting for me in
the clear?l was wrong. Someone had

mistakenly taken my bag and walked
off with it, but fortunately, I caught
up with him in time. Although he was
apologetic, the sheer prospect of losing my luggage is more than enough
to make me abandon the entire bus
service system.
On the whole, I do not recommend any bus. If you are looking to
travel anywhere on the East Coast,
I would definitelyconsider taking a
plane or an Amtrak train. The price
difference may seem daunting at first,
but it is most definitelyworth the
extra

dollars.

Marc Francis is the Asst. MetroEditor
for The Heights. He can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.

Unfortunately for PETA and the
snakes, the ?hanging snakes? proposal
was shut down by the MBTA, saying
that, ?In the interest of customers?
safety and comfort, the MBTA does
permit advertisers to hang objects from the ceilings and handrails
of subway cars,? as reported by the
Charlestown Patch. n
not

GOP nomination, however, Romney has been clear
about his support for NOM. Given his reputation as
a fairlymalleable politician, Freedom to Marry could

potentially have more of an influence on Romney?s
choices, as opposed to the more staunchly conservative Rick Santorum.
In their call to renounce NOM, Freedom to Marry
hashonedin on the organization?s attempt to pit different minority groups against one another. The ?Latino
Project,? detailed in the NOM memos, proposes to
reach out to young Latino leaders and celebrities to

donor base has increased from 8,000 to 30,000 in
the past three years, with active constituent numbers
growing from 50,000 to over 500,000. Freedom to
Marry points out the shift in national opinion, especially those in the ethnic communities NOM plans
to target. African-American support for same-sex
marriage hasincreasedfrom 32 percent to 50 percent
since 2009, while 60 percent of Hispanic voters now
support same-sex marriage, up from 55 percent. The
rise in both sets ofnumbersreflects a growing public
recognition of the issue, andboth NOM andFreedom
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Heat desimates runners
Marathon, from
wreath woven from olivebranches
was given to the winner. In the
1980s, however, runners refused
to run the race without a cash
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To raise awareness aboutsnake products, PETA aimed to decoratethe subway.

prize, thus the implementation of
prize money in 1986. This year,
the winners received a cash prize
of $150,000 apiece.

Until 1972, women were not
officially allowed to enter the race
because it was believed that they
were physiologicallyunable to run
these distances. Roberta Bobbi
Gibb is recognized as the first
woman to run the entire Boston

Marathon in 1966. She did so
disguised as a man by wearing her
brother?s Bermuda shorts and a
blue hoodedsweatshirt.She hid in
the bushes near the starting point
and started running only after half
of the runners had begun. During

the race, the men realized that
she was a woman, but the crowds
cheered her on and she completed
the race ahead of 290 of the event?s
415 starters.

Forty years later, men and
all ages bravedthe heat
and the long distance to complete
what was surely was a race to
remember. n
women of

Joseph W. Costa, Jr., DMD, MAGD
PRC honors rising artists
General Dentistry
-sion statement in January of this
year: ?The Photographic Resource
Center is a vital forum for the ex-

BOSTON COLLEGE, CLASS OF 'B6
850 BOYLSTON STREET

SUITE 317

TEL 617-739-8200
www.hpdent.com

CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02467

FAX. 617-739-5544

ploration, interpretation, and cel-

ebration of new work, ideas, and
methods in photography. We inspire
our membersand thebroader community with thought-provoking
exhibits, educational programs, and
resources that support the advancement of thephotographic arts.?
Founded in 1976, the PRC is an
independent, non-profit organization located at Boston University,

email: jcosta@hpdentcom

labeled?the center for New England
photography.? They offer a variety of

Person to Watch
Boston CollegestudentDJ Miss Jade graced the
of the most recent issue of Stuff magazine.
The issue highlighted Boston?s sexiest people,
ranging from Bostonians like singer-songwriter
Shea Rose to soccer midfielder Benny Feilhaber.
DJ Miss Jade is characteristicof a unique, underrepresented segment of the BC population. She
maintains an admirableacademicwork ethicwhile
spending nights as a guardian of the dance floor.
Her fearless self-expression sets an example for
both the women and men of BC. Her standout,
cover

diverse beauty coupled with her status as a college student, landed her not just a spot among
the magazine?s sexiest, but the entire cover of the

programs, lectures, showcases, and

PRC, from 810

Master of the Academyof General Dentistry

BC?s own Women in Business stresses a goal
of addressing ?the unique challenges
and issues faced by women in today?s
business world.? Jade?s continual rise
as a renowned DJ exemplifies a challenge the BC organization has tackled?penetrating male dominated
industries. In her interview with
Stuff, she states, ?To reallysucceed in
nightlifetakes grit, hard work, and
a solid head between your
shoulders.? If she did not

classes throughout the year.
From Boston College?s campus,
take the B-line inbound toward
Government Center and exit at
the Boston University West T stop,

whichleads straight to thePRC?s addressat 832 CommonwealthAvenue.
The PRC Student Exhibitionis open
through May 5, Tuesday through
Friday 10-5 p.m. and Saturdays
12-4 p.m. (closed on Sunday and
Monday).Broadenyour horizons by
checking out work from BC?s own
photographers and other notable
artists throughout New England
with a worthwhiletrip down Comm.
Ave. n

Marc

Francis

By:

ment, but when coupled with the

enjoyment.

?

separate from my travel buddy and
sit adjacent to the bus bathroom. To

say that the bus atmosphere induces
claustrophobia is a sheer understate-

of these luxuryitems and reduce the
number of snakes killed for aesthetic

Wolfson spoke to the role of the president, saying,

?Anyone seeking thenation?s highestoffice should not
beaffiliatedwith a groupseekingto discreditthe strong
and clear voice of those African-Americancivil rights
Massachusetts became the first state to legal- champions who have stood up for the freedom to
ize same-sex marriage under Romney?s leadership, marry andthe equal civil rights ofall people,including
though he was consistently opposed to the ruling. gay peopleof color.?
This has come under attack several times throughout
Both NOM and Freedom to Marry boast boosts
the campaign, with some arguing that Romney did in support since 2009. In their ?National Strategy for
little to stop the legalization.Throughoutthe race for Winning the Marriage Battle,? NOM claims their

to differ. Stories I have heard that

involve the Fung Wah buses range
from drivers lacking the appropriate
skills to passengers transporting live
poultry. The four-hour bus ride home
is already physically and emotionally testing?the last thing I need is
an incompetent driver or a chicken
clucking in my ear.

against the use of snakes to make
snakeskin accessories. This was part
one of a two-partcampaign, theother

awareness of the inhumanemethods
in which snakes are hung from trees,
stripped, and left to die. PETA hopes
to have an impact on the reduction

formistassimilation to the bad sideof ?Anglo? culture.?
For the African-American population, NOM has
proposed the ?Not A Civil-Right? Project,? which the
memos detail as an attempt to ?drive a wedge between
gays and blacks?two key Democratic constituencies.
Find, equip, energize, and connect AfricanAmerican
spokespeoplefor marriage, developa mediacampaign
around their objections to gay marriage as a civil right;
provokethe gay marriage base into respondingby denouncing these spokesmen and women as bigots.?
Freedom to Marry has cried out against what
they call ?politics of divisionand cruelty.? In his call to
renounce the pledge, Freedom to Marry leader Evan

way ride to a highway funeral. The
Slate article mentions Fung Wah?s

rumored risks: ?Stories of buses
tipping over or catching on fire are
legendary, and I have a friend who
maintains that their drivers do more
meth per capita than Wassilans.?
However, the author concludes that
the bus timeliness more than makes
up for any unsafe conditions. I beg

snakes hanging from the ceilings and
the rails of a public transportation
system, the primarymeans oflocomotion for manyresidents? Recently, the
People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) have done just that
and have caused a massive shock all
across Internet boards and forums
here in Boston.
A few weeks ago, PETA asked
the MBTA if the group could hang
fake snakes from subway cars. This
was done as a declaration of protest

being a slogan on the windows that
read, ?Snakes MakeYour Skin Crawl?
Shed All Scaly Belts and Bags.? PETA
thought thatby putting realistic snakes
in a public transportationsystem they
would shock people, thereby raising

marketable
ality is no longer a
commodity? society is
no longer
shocked
or in-trigued
by intense

sex u a l

exploitation.

fidence and determination,

At such a young age, Jade has successfully infiltrated an industry primarily dominated by men.
The amount of women in the workforce began to
peak in the 19905, and they currently comprise
almost 50 percent of the laborforce. Yet, females
still earn about 77.5 cents for every dollar earned
by males, according to collegetimes.us.Jade is one
of the many women who have taken a stand against
society?s norms and have risen to the occasion.

been swallowed by

Jade would

have

the cutthroat world
of entertainment.
Many females in
the entertainment
industry have acquired
a reputation for their
overt, untamed sexuality.

This exaggerated sexu-

a

professional, yet sensual, attitude

possess the required con-

April issue.

Jade

displays

a

when on the
job and refuses to let
stereotype overtake

her. She stated that,

?It helps

to

have looks

that kill, but you won?t find

bleached hair or silicone on
DJ who means business.?
She represents a rising generation of
a real

entertainers?the future of an entire

industry.
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Google?s office in Kendall
Square generates new
job opportunities
Google, from 810
advertising and enterprise sales.
Recently,projects have included work on Internet search, the
Google Currents digital news
app, the social networking site
Google Plus, and the ever-popular You Tube.
Steve Vinter, Engineering
Director of the Cambridge offices, explains why the Boston
area was prime territory for
Google to stake out. ?Opening
an office in Cambridge was
a great strategic decision for
Google with the greaterBoston
area having such a rich combination of universities, innovative high tech companies, and
many Googlebusiness partners
and customers,? Vinter said.
Google has already made
an impact on the local community, specifically with the
students and faculty at the
plethora of nearby universities.

example, Google Boston
has been a reliable resource for
some computer science classes
at neighboring Harvard. With
further expansion, the Cambridge post will be on its way
to making a name for itself
within the massive corporation
as a whole.
Construction of Google?s
expanded offices is expected
to begin later this year and includes plans to build an atrium
connecting the existing offices
at 3 and 5 Cambridge Center,
from which will spout two
glass-walled connectors.
One connector will host
public and retail space, while
the other will extend to the
newly acquired 4 Cambridge
Center, where space will be
leased. Google made sure to
factor in room for new hires as
the company inevitably grows.
More intricate plans call for the
construction of soundproof nap

MASSEDCHUSETTS

Union wage
agreements
kept at bay

For
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New York?s Google office,pictured above, fosters a positive atmosphere and brews technological innovation.
Google Cambridge will become the fourthfor on-site doctors for employees.
largest Google office in the country, trailing
Google?s mission to expand its Boston base New York, San Francisco, and its headquarhad not always been smooth sailing, however. ters in Mountain View, Calif. The complex
Back in February, Google found itself at will also be sitting on turf that has one of the
odds with the Cambridge City Council when lowest commercialvacancy rates in the nation
councilors and residents spoke out against at 5 percent.
the interferenceof one of Google?s glass conNot all firms are blessed with the size and
nectors with a public rooftop garden. Boston power of Google, however.Rent for commerProperties, Google?s landlord, stepped in to cial spaces in Kendall Square has skyrocketed
solve the problem by offering compensation to an average $45 per square foot, forcing
for the loss of 21,500 square feet of the roofsmaller firms and start-ups, in particular,
top garden. After the city council approved to pack up and move out to other locations
Google?s proposal at the end of last month, within the city, such as South Boston.
Boston Properties supplemented the initial
Google is here to stay in Kendall Square,
rooftop garden concessions by setting aside though, and according to executive director
50,000 square feet for new public park space, of the Cambridge Redevelopment Authorto be constructed with a promised $2 million. ity, Joseph Tulimieri, the corporation looks
Boston Properties even plans on developforward to increasing its interaction with the
ing new residences in Kendall Square once Cambridgecommunity. Once the expansionis
Google officially settles into its new space.
complete and enough room is made, Google
When construction of Google?s expanded hopes to hold classes for the public on its
campus is completed mid-year of 2013, campus. n
rooms, aquariumrelaxationrooms, and space

The Boston Public Schools (BPS) and
the Boston Teachers Union (BTU) have
been negotiating for 21 months in 49 negotiating sessions for a new teachers? contract.
However, on March 27, they declared an
impasse, which willend up costing BPS $9
million in federalfunds.
The originalgoalof the negotiations,
said Superintendent Carol R. Johnson, was
to ?create a contract that invests in our
great teachersand allows us to connect
them with the students who need them the
most.? BPS offered to raise funds allotted
to teachersalariesby $32.6 millionbut also
wanted to lengthenthe school day because
Boston has one of the shortest school days
in the nation.
After 15 hours of talks, the BTU rejected
this proposal and demanded that the school
district either drop their call for a longer

school day or offer millionsof more dollars
to pay for it. Theyare also demandinga
10.3 percent salary increase by Labor Day.
In total, the BTU?s demands to increase pay
by $ll6 million would, in the end, lead to
harsh cuts and layoffs in developingareas of
the school district.
As a last resort, theschool district
presentedan amended proposalto the BTU
that would have raised teacher salaries by
than $124 million over five years in
exchangefor the BTU agreeing to extend
the school day by 45 minutes for students in
grades K-8 (the equivalent of one month),
remove the tenure rules, maketeachers
more

ON THE FLIP SIDE

with unsatisfactory evaluations ineligible,
obstacles to an effective evaluation
process, and grant principals the authority

remove

THE ISSUE:
Recently, the earnings of senatorialcandidateElizabeth Warren were publicized, and apparently, Warren made over $700,000 in income throughout a twoyear period. She refused to answer a tax-relatedquestion in a recent Boston Globe interview, which prompted fellow candidate Scott Brown to call her ?an
elitist hypocrite.? Thereafter, controversy erupted over the legitimacy of Brown?s statements. His direct statement was: ?While Professor Warren lectures others about their responsibility to pay higher taxes, voters deserve to know if the self-proclaimedintellectual founder of the Occupy protest movement has lived
up to the standards she would impose on everyone else, or if she is just another elitist hypocrite.?

to hire teachersbased upon expertiserather

than on seniority.
The BTU remained steadfast, however,
and did not accept this amendedproposal

either.
?We have madesubstantial progress and
come to agreement on a numberof needed
reforms, but the BPS Administrationhas
continued to make unreasonabledemands
such as insisting that our teachers work
the equivalent of over two weeksper year
without pay,? said BTU President Richard
Stutman. ?This intransigence will have a
negative impact on the children in the BPS

System.?
The commissioner toldboth sides that
he could not extendthe federalfunding
deadline any further. As a result, both the
BPS and the BTU will be seeking state help
to decide upon an acceptablecontract by
filing a joint petition for mediation with the
StateDivision of Labor Relations. Because

CourTesy
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Brown?s opinions justified Warren?s silence validated
CATHRYN WOODRUFF
U.S. Senator Scott Brown?s accusation of
Elizabeth Warren as an ?elitist hypocrite? is
extreme and accusatory, but not out of line.
Brown?s accusation is not superfluous or
unimportant like many other political at-

tacks. Infact, his concerns about Warren?s

personal tax history are undeniablyperti-

bothof their crusades.
After Warren, who is a candidate in the
2012 Senate election in Massachusetts,
refused to answera question abouther
taxes in a Boston Globestory published on
Tuesday, Scott fired accusations at her.
The story in the Globewas about the
nent to

pressure Democrats are putting on Brown
because he voted against the Buffet Rule
on Monday?a rule that would have forced
people who earn $1 million a year to pay
a 30 percent effective tax rate. This failed
rule was one that Warren supported.
Brown has been dealingwith accusations from Democrats for voting against a
bill in 2010 to require employers to show

that any pay disparity between men and
job-relatedand not based on
gender. The Civil Rights Act, however,
alreadyprovides such protections and
according to Brown, theBuffet Rule would
have discouragedhiring.
In addition to the polemics of the Buffet
Rule, both Warren and Brown havebeen
involved in a more personalargument?
Warren?s personal tax practices. Warren,
who owns stock and other investments
worth more than $3 million, declined to
tell the Globe whether she voluntarilypays
a higher state income tax?an optionon the
Massachusettsform.
Citizens of Massachusetts have had
the optionto pay a 5.85 percent tax rate
women is

voluntarily,rather than therequired 5.3
rate since 2001. According to Brown?s
campaign, in 2008, nearly 2,000 people voluntarily widenedtheir walletsfor the state.
?While Professor Warren lectures
others abouttheir responsibility to pay
higher taxes, voters deserve to know if the
self-proclaimedintellectualfounder of
the Occupy protest movement has lived
up to thestandards she would impose on
everyone else, or if she is just another elitist
hypocrite,? said Brown campaign manager
Jim Barnett in a press release.
Although it is obvious that Brown
is accusing Warren of being an ?elitist
hypocrite? most likely to veer attention
awayfromhis controversial vote against
theBuffet Rule, his frustration is not hollow. If Warren is asking of thecitizens of
Massachusetts to give more than what is
expected, it is completely acceptable that
her credibility be put into question. As an
advocatefor giving more money to the
state, Brown needs to prove that she herself

GRAHAM BECK
Scott Brown is as

much a socialist

hippie as Warren is an ?elitist hypocrite??neither epithet is based in fact,

and both are equally slanderous and
useless statements. To those looking past the petty name-calling and
muckraking occurring, Brown has no
right to force Elizabeth Warren to discuss her tax records publically, simply
because there is no point in discussing
them. Brown?s accusation simply tries
to confuse the public by focusing on
a single individual rather than on the
actual issue at hand.
The cause of this baseless accusation derives from the Buffet Rule,
which would force individuals earning
one million dollars or more to pay an
effective 30 percent tax rate. The rule,

while extreme, stems from previous
legislativeattempts from the National

practices what she preaches.

Democrats to equalize income tax

Even if Warren does pay the 5.85
percent tax rate, thefact that she didn?t

rates between those who make much
more than anyone else in the coun-

answer the question makes her personal
life seem shady, a perception any Senate
candidate wouldn?t want going into an

try?known

election.
In a time of mudslinging politics, it is

hard to read betweenthe linesand decide
what exactly motivatedBrown to use the
term ?elitist hypocrite,? but what is most
important is that Warren must talk, and
Brown was not out of line questioning her
evasion of the Globe?s question.
Cathryn Woodruff is an editorfor The
Heights. She can bereached at metro@
bcheights.com.

to

the greater populous as

the infamous 1 percent. While Brown
may chide Warren on her own personal wealth, he voted against multiple
legislativeattempts, the ?Paycheck
Fairness Act? in 2010 to name one,
which wouldaid in this fight. Should
Warren ask Brown to release his own
tax records? Brown has agreed to do
so if Warren asks, according to Glen
Johnson of The Boston Globe. And
Warren could, but it would be turning
a political fight hoping to create a better country into a personal, petty fight

between two politicians?it would
simply be a playground battle taken to

nationallevel.
The world is not perfect, and
Brown certainly hit that nail on the
head by pointing out rudely that Warren was also member of the economic
elite in America. However, one cannot
dwell in an idealist, fairytale realm
in which the common man can stand
a

up against the elite to make them pay
their fair share. It seems even preferable that Warren would represent this
cause, since if it passed she herself

wouldbe subject to this law.
While Warren?s decision to decline
discussing her taxes may seem shady
and crooked, she is completely within
her right to do so.
Whether or not Warren truly is a
hypocrite, she?s pushing an agenda
that would negatively impact her own
wealth?and yet she?s in support of
the measure. However, Brown, who
recently received $700,000 as an
advance on the memoir he published
last year according to the Globe,
might be more than just politically
motivated to keep the act from passing. Brown?s accusations and demands
mean to draw attention from the
true matter at hand and to put the
media spotlight on her. It is common

political practice, but does Warren

have to go along with it? Absolutely
not. There is no lawforcing her to do
so. All she has to do is to continue to
push her agenda, and not let Brown?s
political bullying acts deterher from
achievingher goals.
GrahamBeck is an editorfor The
Heights. He can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com.

of theirfailure to reach an agreement ona
new contract with its teachers union, BPS
will lose $9 million in federalfunds that
wouldhave supportedteacher bonuses,
among other initiatives.
According to the BPS Negotiation Update website, ifreforms to the hiring process
are not put in place byearlyApril, up to 244
current teachers will be forced to move out

of their classrooms and into new schools
through an annual seniority-drivenprocess

that ?includes littleor no input from the
school principal or, in many cases, even the
teachers themselves.? BPS also claims that,
at thebargaining tableand in press releases,
the BTU team has agreed that changes are
necessary but will not implement themuntil
a contract is signed that contains a 10.3
percent wageincrease.
?We recognized that we had a window
of opportunity to create a contract that
would bring historic change to our schools,
benefiting our students,? Johnson said.
?What is most unfortunate is thatinstead
of working on developinga contract that
wouldbenefit our students and our teachers, giving themboth the time and support
they need to be successful, the BTU squandered awaythis opportunity by continuing
to make unreasonable and irresponsible

financial demands.It?s also unfortunatethat
teachers working in turnaroundschools will
lose out on an additional $9 millionin grant
funds that were within our reach.?
This is not a black-and-whiteargument?l cannot assert that one side is completely at fault in the failure of these negotiations. Unions are important because they
provide a means for teachers to voice their
opinions, but in order for both the union

and the school system to be successful, they
need to work together.It is unfortunate
that both sides could not makeconcessions
in order to come to an agreement by the
pre-determined deadlinebecause, in their
failure to do so, they were sacrificingfunds
that couldhave benefited thestudents at the
end of the day.
Jaqueline Parisi a staff columnist for The
Heights. She can bereached at metro@
bcheights.com.
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WICKED CULTURED

THE 116TH

Marathon
majesty

BOSTON MARATHON:
SCORCHING ENDURANCE

CHARLOTTE PARISH

On Monday, thousands of runners?both competitive and recreational?crossed the finish line of the

There?s only one way to experiencethe
full range of human emotion in the span of
a fewhours: running the Boston Marathon.
Better yet, do it in record-setting heat that
knocked out 4,000 runners before the race
even startedand hospitalizedplenty more
during the race, including 10of the 37 most

116 th Boston Marathon after running
26.2 long, hot milesfrom Hopkinton to
Boston?s Back Bay.
Wesley Korir crossed the finish line
victorious. A native Kenyan, Korir finished the race in 84.8-degree temperatures with a time of 2hours, 12 minutes,
40 seconds, about 10 minutes behind

elite runners. The strain ofany marathon

alreadyinduces both euphoriaand depression in the course of a single race, but the
deliriumthat heat induces (not to mention
the very real dangers of such weather)
made the 116 th Boston Marathon an even
greater feat.
Yet, the most surprising outcome of the
day was that the majority of marathoners

the worldbest establisheda yearago by
Geoffrey Mutai.
?It?s hot out there, in case you didn?t
know,? Korir told reporters. ?I knew it
was going to be hot, and one important
thing that I had to take care of today
was really hydrate as much as possible.
I guess my biology degree kicked in a
littlebit.?
Sharon Cherop won the women?s
race with a time of 2 hours, 31 minutes,
50 seconds, outrunning Jemina Jelagat
Sumgong by two seconds.
A total of 22,426 men and women
started the race, which represented 84
percent of the registered field of 26,716
entrants. 3,683 runners never collected
their bib numbers over the weekend
and another 427 who did pick up their
starting bibs did not run (they will be
offered the chance to run in 2013).
The unprecedented high tempera?

defeated the 26.2 miles, however one personally defines winning in the Marathon.
Although it?s pretty disappointing that
defending champion Geoffrey Mutai had
to drop out at mile 18 for his own safety,it?s

equally and oppositely amazing that Joshua
Cassidy set the worldrecord for wheelchair
marathoners at 1 hour, 29minutes, and 39
seconds. It was impossiblefor thousands
of talentedfolks to finish, never mind set
records.

Personally, this was a huge moment. After months of training and whining with my
roommate about getting up early to run,
the Marathon was finallyhere and it was
90 degreesoutside. Even thoughI received
numerous phone callsfrom relatives(my
mother, aunt, and more-experienced,
marathoning uncle), I was surprisingly
calm and borderlinecavalierabout how the
?

tures slowed down the leaders and

convinced over 4,300 people not to run.
At the start of the race, the temperature
was around 69 degrees, andreached 89
by mid-afternoonwhen therecreational
runners were stillfinishing. Inresponse
to the heat warnings, five-gallon jugs of
water lined the route. According to organizers, therewas doublethe amount
of water available as usual.
?The heat was something that we
were all watchingcarefully,and I specifically was nervous because I had never
run in that kind of heat, let alone 26.2
miles,? said Jonathan Lacoste, CSOM
?l5, who ran for the Campus School. ?I
endedup makinga lot more water stops
than I had planned for and dumped
water on my head.?
Christine Haverly, A&S ?l5, who
also ran for the Campus School along
with her mom and 15-year-oldsister,
was worried about the heat as well. ?I

weather would affect theactual race. All of
my preparation went out the window by
Mile 1, when Irealized that my sustenance
had meltedand I alreadyneeded water.
It?s a scary moment when the few supplies
you?ve brought with you for a 26.2-mile
trek are suddenlystripped from you at the
very beginning. So fear was one of the first
emotions to keep stridewith me, especially
since I saw many peoplebeing removed
from the course by medical professionals.
But over the course of the race, that

disillusionmentfaded and a host ofother
emotions came to keep pace. In the extreme heat, therelief from water stations
was immense: dropping a cup of water over
your head, running through a hose, and
getting a bucket of water tossed on your
back became decadent.Of course, Bostonians are used to nearlybipolar conditions
on Marathon Day, ranging from the 1961
snowfall to 1976?s equally hot and humid,
near 90-degree temperatures.So why does
anyone choose Boston as a marathonsite?
New York is much flatter, and the spring
temperatures are much easier to anticipate. There are countlessother sites that
treat marathonersmuch more nicely. But
none of those are the world?s

oldest annual
marathon. None of those have Heartbreak
Hill leading up to an extraordinaryMile
21 celebration. Most importantly, I doubt
that any of those races could so completely reinvigorate my appreciation for
thekindness of strangers. The happiness
that accompanied the milesupon miles
of cheeringspectators is by far the most
memorableand most prevalent emotion of
the marathon.
It maysound strangebecause you
would hope that everyone would be nice to
anyoneputting themselves through miles
of pain. But the vast number of spectators, countlessunofficial water stops, open
hoses, orange slices, and (most importantly) cheers were overwhelming.Out

of theirown pocket, these peoplebought
water bottlesand jellybeans, handing them
to runners. Completestrangers would
make eye contact with youand yell directly
for you, encouraging you on and shouting
that the race was going to be great. There?s
no feeling like it in the world. While Mile
21 held a particular brandof that excitement for all Boston College runners, myself
included (because of delirium or fatigue or
just real emotions, I almostcried when a
pack of my friends ignored cops to make a
flock around my running group as we went
by, cheeringus on and running for a few
minutes), the entire race was a testament to
the power of positivity.

Congratulations to everyone who participated in the 2012 Boston Marathon.

Charlotte Parish is the Metro Editor

for The Heights. She can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.

drank every time there was a water station and ran under thehoses and water
mist. We were careful about staying in

BY JACQUELINE PARISI
Heights Staff
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the shade before the race started and
staying hydrated.?
Niki Ottolia, A&S ?l4, added, ?I
drankso much water in the days leading
up to the marathonI thought I was going to drown! The first nine miles were
awful because of the heat. I wasn?t sure
I?d be able to finish, but once I hit 10
miles, for some reason I knew I could

finish.?
An estimated 500,000 spectators
cheered on the runners as they completed the course. Boston College
students were lined up on Commonwealth Avenue to greet the runners as
they finished running up the strenuous
Heartbreak Hill to Mile 21.
?Running through BC was surreal,?
said Kelsey Melanson, A&S ?l5, who
was offered a charity opportunity to
get a bib number with the Hopkinton
Youth Commission. ?Coming over
Heartbreak Hill completelyexhausted,
I was rejuvenatedwhen I saw myexcited
friends, hallmates, and classmates.Fellow runners were talking alongtheroute
about how reaching the screaming kids
at BC makes Heartbreak Hill worth it,
and they were right. I was so proud to

be an Eagle today.?
Haverly added, ?The entire 26 miles,
spectators lined the streets cheering
loudly, spraying us with water, and
giving us water, Gatorade, popsicles,
and oranges. I was surprised with how
enthusiastic both the Massachusetts
community and Boston College students were. Slapping peoples? hands,
seeing my friends cheering me on, and
watching blind and handicappedpeople
run was so inspirational.?

The Boston Marathon is the world?s
oldest annual marathon and was held
on Patriots? Day from 1897 to 1968
(except when the holiday fell on a
Sunday). In 1969, the holiday, which
is recognized in Massachusetts and
Maine and commemorates the start of
the Revolutionary War, was officially
moved to the third Monday in April.
Since 1969, the race has been held on

this Monday.
For most of its history, the Boston
Marathon was a free event, and only a

See Marathon, B8
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GOP under
fire about

sex marriage.

gay-marriage

The NOM pledge asked candidates to
pass an amendmentbanningsame-sex marriage, nominate Supreme Court andfederal
judgesagainst same-sex marriage, uphold
the Defense ofMarriage Act, support
marriage
anti-sametions, and
organiza-

sex

allow Wash-in g to n

,

D.C. residents to

BY MOLLY SHEA
For The Heights
As therace for Republican nomination comes to a close, marriage

rights advocates are pushing former
governor Mitt Romney to rescind his
support for theNational Organizationfor
Marriage (NOM), an organization working
to stop same-sex marriage. In a response

CourTesy
CourTesy

of

GooGle

to recently

leaked NOM internal strategy
memos, same-sex marriage rights advocate
Freedom to Marry has called upon GOP
candidates to renounce their pledge to
support NOM in theirfight against same-

See NOM, B8

Google expands Kendall office
BY LAUREN TOTINO
For The Heights

Kendall Square continues to successfully build its reputation as a major
hotspot for the technology industry
with a recent grant from the Cambridge City Council, allowing search
titan Google to expand its existing two
offices at 3 and 5 Cambridge Center,
making room for 500 more staffers
relocating from Google?s subsidiary,
ITA Software. Google had purchased
the travel software company in 2010
for $7OO million. Fortunately, the move

does not put a large burden on current
ITA employees,who can workin offices
only a half-mile away from Google?s
Kendall Square campus.
Google first opened its Cambridge
Sales and Engineering offices in 2008
after a quest for a space bigger than its
original location at One Broadway in
Somerville, which had quickly become
cramped. Three hundred employees
work among various departments,
spanning from software engineering
and technical sales and support to

Intercollegiate artists display
work at BU?s annual exhibition
BY TRICIA TIEDT
Heights Staff
The Photographic Resource Center
of Boston University (PRC) opened its
annualstudent exhibitionlast Thursday,
April 12. The photography showcase
features work from college students
throughout New England, including
major schools in Boston and fine arts
based design schools throughout the
Northeast. The exhibition began with
an opening ceremony last Thursday and
runs through May sat the Photographic
Resource Center on BU?s campus.
The 19 colleges and universities
involved in the PRC selected the works

been in talks

by the PRC. By allowing the institutes
to select the exhibited photographs,the
PRC displays not only different types
of work but emphasizes how different
schools teach media relations and the
art of photography. The only qualification for submissions in the exhibit is
that the university be an Institutional
Member of the PRC. The work displayed

reflects the young, contemporary, and
diverse interpretations of photography
by college students.
The PRC desires to display budding
collegiatetalent,honoring those pursuing their dreams through a photographic lens and letting their pictures tell the
story. Theyrecently redefined theirmis-

to be featured, in the tradition of hon-

See Google, B9

oring academic diversity, as publicized

Snakes on the MBTA
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Marisol Marquezpresented her photography at this year?s PRC student exhibit last Thursday.

the MBTA to install fake snakes in

See PRC, B8
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